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/NTRODUCTIaN

Purpose of the Packets

These pockts were written to be used with ESOL students in alternative

ESOL classes or in mainstream U. S. history classes an individualized assign-

ments. They are intended to give the student a basic foundation of U. S.

history, to introduce him/her to some of the reading and thinking skills needed

to L.clerstand social studies materials, and to reinforce the English inst7uc-

tion the student is getting in his/her English class.

Description of the Packets

The twenty packets that have been developed cover American history frmm

pre-Columbian Indians through the American Revolution. The content has been

simplified, but hopefully, distortion of the facts has been avoided. Each

packet contains a vocabulary ection, a short reading, history activities,

languege activities, and a key to activities.

The vocabulary section includes a list of words likely to cause problems

for ESOL students, a definition of those words, and sentences showing how the

words are used. The sentences are designed to preview the reading as much as

possible.

The reading in each packet attempts to present the topic clearly and

directly. The vocabulary is simplified and complex gremmatical structures

have been avoided. The approximate grade level of the readings is grade three

according to the Fry Readability Formula. The reading should not be difficult

for the average intermediate or advanced ESOL student, although a low inter-

mediate student may have some difficulty with the English. A beginning ESOL

student, however, will not be able to understand the material without addi-

tional help.
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The history activities are planned to check comprehension of the read-

ing material and teach some basic skills related to reading and understand-

ing social studies materials. The language activities are intended to rein-

force the languag2 instruction the ESOL tudent is receiving in his/her ESOL

class.

Use of the Packets

Although these packets were designed vainly for use in U. S. history

classes for ESOL students, it is hoped that mainstream teachers will also

find the packets useful. The packets may be used, in mainstream U. S. history

classes, with ESOL students or students with reading problems. In some cases,

a teacher may want a student to work on a packet with a tutor or student re-

source teacher. In other cases, a student may be able to participate in a

regular class but work n a packet as an individualized homework assignment.

A student who uses a packet should be tested from the material in the packet.

The Key to Activities at the end of each packet may at times be used by

a student when the teacher feels that he will benefit by checking his own work.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Section I DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION

Packet 1 The First Americans

Packet 2 Columbus Discovers America

Packet 3 Europeans Explore North America

Packet 4 Disaovery and Exploration:

Summary Activities
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The First Americans

A. New Words to Learn and Use

bridge tribe Indians

hunters to settle nomads

1. bridge - something that connects two pieces of land

To go from Virginia to Washington, D.C., you must drive

your car on a bridge,over the Potomac River.

farmers

2. tribe a small group of people that live together and speak the same

language.

The name, of a tribe of Indiana that lived in Florida was the

Seminole tribe.

3. Indians - the name we give to the first people who lived in North

and South America

4. farmers - people who 1;ve and work on a farm

Many Indians were farmers.

5. hunters - people who kill animals for food and other uses.

The hunters killed buffalo for food and clothes.

6. to settle in a place - to be the first people to live in a place

The Mohawks settled in the eastern part of North America.

7. nomads - people who move from one place to another

The Seminole Indians were nomads.

9



The First Americans

B. Mini-Reading

The first people who lived in America came from Asia. Thirty thousand
years ago theye was an ice and land bridge between Asia and America. Many
believe that people from Asia walked across this bridge and came into North
America and settled in different parts of North and South America. Look at
the map below.

Key

A S I A

Arctic
Ocean

Allant/t

Pc cifIc 04'004

Ocean Vi

--,y Movement of Indians into

1

North and South America,

Ice and land bridge that
existed 30,000 years ago.

"WWI/
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The First Americans

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

These people who came from Asia are called "Indians." The Indians

lived in groups and spoke different languages. These groups are called

"tribes." The names of some of the Indian tribes in North America are the

Dakota, Seminole, Comanche and Cheyenne. Look at the map below and you

will see the names of soma of the other Indian trthes in North America

and where they lived.

Navaho

Hopi Apache

Pueblo

CardIftal
Directions

Creek

Choctaw

1 1
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The First Americans

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

The Indians that lived in places that were good for farming became

farmers. Some Indians lived in places that were not good for farms. They

became hunters and followed the animals for their food. These Indians were
II

nomads" who moved their homes when the animals moved to find water. Some

Indians lived near water and they became fish.armen.

A4r ^,Je
#4P

4+4

*me'

10
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The First Americans

C. History Activity I:1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions with complete sentence,. The questions are

about information from the mini-reading "The First Americcns".

1. Where did the first people who lived in America come from?

2. How did they get to North America?

IIIL

3. What do we call the first people to come to America?

4. Some of the Indians were farmers. What were others?

13
rJI
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The First Americans

C. History Activity #2

Key

A 31 A

Arctic
Ocon

NORT
AMERICA

Ailantic

Pacific Ocean

Ocoan 114

Movement of Indians into
North and South America,

gIce and land bridge that
existed 30,000 years ago.

Look at the map above and label the following sentence..; true or false.

1. The ice anti land bridge. touched Asia and South America.

2. The ice and land bridge is not there today.

3. The map above shows how the Indians crossed the Pacific Ocean by boat.

4. According to the map some Indians traveled into South America.

5. The map does not show the continent of Europe.

1 4
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The First Americans

C. History Activity #3

Cardinal Directions on a Map

People use cardinal directions to show direction on a map. On the

map below the cardinal directions are on the right side of the map.

means north, "E" means east, "S" means south and "161" means west.

NORTH
(tho northern part)

WEST
(the western part)

EAST
(the eastern part)

SOUTH .......%1.,...
(the southern part)

(je

Each direction, north, south, east and west, has an adjective form that

can be used in English to show location. For example, if something is in the

north, it is in the northern part. See the map above.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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/ The First Americans

C. History Activity #3 (continued)

"NW

Use the map below to ULU in the blanks with the adjective form of the

direction words (northern, eastern, southern, and western). The first one

is done for you.

1. The Dakota lived in tne northern __part of what is now the United Sttes.

2. The Seminoles lived in the part of what is now the United States.

3. The Powhatan lived in the part of what is now the United States.

4. The Chinook lived in the part of what is now the United States.

5. The Mono lived in the part of what is now the United States.

6. The Iroquois lived in the part of what is now che United States.

Chin

Dakota

Shoshoni roquois

Navaho

Hopi Apache

Pueblo

Cheyenne

Mhchito

Comanche

on

Cherokee

Creek
Choctaw
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The First Americans

D. Language Activity fl

Verbs - Simple Past Tense

Verbs in English are divided into two groups. They are called regular

and irregular. Regular verbs always end with "-ed" for the simple past.

Irregular verbs have different forms for the simple past. To learn irregular

verb forms you helm to memorize them. Here are some of the verbs that were

in the first mini-reading:

Ilksettle settled speak spoke

follow followed become became

move moved catch caught

hunt hunted

Regular Verbs Irregular Verbs

Simple Form Past Form ,Simple Form Past Form

live lived come came

walk walked be was, were

1 7
/6-



The First Americans

D. Language Activity #1 (continued)

Fill in the blanks with the correct past tense form of one of the verbs

on the previous page. The first one is done for you. There are several

possible correct answers for each sentence.

1. The Indians caae to America thousands of years ago.

2. There many Indian tribes in the southwest regiou of North

America.

3. The Indians across a land and ice bridge in order

to find a better home.

4. Many Indians in small tribes.

5. Some Indians animals to use them for food.

6. Some Indians lived near a river and fisherman.

7. The nomads from place to place, hunting and fishing

as they went along.

8. Thousands of years ago, Indians in parts of North and

South America.

18
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The first Americans

D. Language Activity #2

Using Adjectives

Adjectives are words that go in front of nouns or after linking verbs.

The most common linking verb is be (am, is, are, was, were, etc.) Other

linking verbs are "seem," "taste," "feel," and "become."

Example of an adjective in front of a noun:

The Indians lived in mod places for farms.

bmlsofanadectil.2.....cakinverb:

Soma Indian tribes were lam.

Fill in the blanks with any appropriate adjective you can think of.

1. The Indians spoke languages.

2. The Jpeople who lived in America came from Asia.

3. The Indians lived in tribes.

..

4. Crossing the ice and land bridge was a trip.

5. Indians hunted for many animals.

19 /7



The First Americans

D. Language Activity #3

Making Sentences about the Indians

Put the following groups of words in correct order and make sentences

about the Indians. Use the past tense of the verb. Don't forget capital

letters and periods. The first one is done for you.

1. large/hunt/animals

The Indians hunted large animals.

2. speak/languages/different

3. in/fish/small/rivers/catch

4. live/North/South/America/and/ in

5. Americans/be/first/the

12
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the First Americans

Key to Activities

History Activity 01

1. They came from Asia.

2. Many people believe they walked across an ice and land bridge from Asia.
3. We call them Indians.

4. Others were hunters and fishermen,

History Activity 02

1. false, 2. true, 3. false, 4,true, 5. true

History Activity #3

1. northern, 2. eastern (or southern), 3. eastern, 4. western (northern)
5. western, 6. eastern (northern)

(Note to the teachert Teaching intermediate points on the compass (northeaat,

northwest, southwest, southeast) might be a good follow up activity to History
Activity 03.)

Language Activity 01

(Answers may vary. The following (rom the list of verbs given are acceptable.)
2. were, 3. walked, moved, 4. lived, 5. hunted, caught, followed

6. became, were, 7. moved, walked

Language Activity 02

(Answers may vary. The following are possible choices.)

1. different, 2. Indian, 3. small, 4. dangerous, 5. different

Language Activity 03

2. The Indians spoke different Languages.

3, The Indians caught small fish in rivers. (or The Indians caught fish

in the small rivers.)

4. The Indians lived in North and South America.

5. The Indians were the first Americans.

21
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ColumbUs Discovers America

A. New words to Learn and Use

conti4ent

sailor

world trader to travel

to sail dangerous voyage

1. continent- a very large piece of land

queen

There are seven continents in the world.

2. world - the earth we live in

Columbus did not know about all the continents of the world.

3. trader - a person who buys and sells things

Traders from Europe traveled to Asia to bring things from China

and India.

4. to travel - to go from one place to another

Columbus and his men traveled to an unknown continent.

5. flangerous - full of danger

In the days of Columbus it was very dangerous to cross the ocean

in a small ship.

6. sailor - a person who works on a vhip

Christopher Columbus was a sailor.

7. to sail - to travel by boat

Columbus and his men mailed for many days before they saw land.

8. queen,- the wife of a king or the female ruler of a c intry

queen Isabella liked Columbus' plan and decided to help him.

9. yoyage - going to a place by ship

Columbus' voyage took many weeks.

443



Columbus Discovers America

B. Mini-Reading

In the 1400's people who lived in Europe did not know about all the
continents of the world. They knew about Europe, Asia and part of
Africa. But they did not know about North America and South America

Look at the map below.

MEM Not known to people from Europe at the tint* of Columbus.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Columbus Discovers America

0 B. MiniReading (continued)

The people who lived in Europe liked to buy things f:im Asia.

Traders from Europe traveled across Europe and Asia on land and sea.

They wanted to bring things from India and China and sell these things

in Europe. But the trip was very long and dangerous. The map

below shows some of the trades routes to Asia.

MEN

Trade Routes to Asia
In 1490.

Land not It gown
to Europocns.

Trade route's to
t, India and China

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Columbus Discovers America

B. MiniReading (continued)

Christopher Columbus was a sailor from Italy. He thought about India

and China. He believed the earth was round and he believed a ship could

sail from Europe to Asia. Asia was east of Europe. But Columbus thought

thit he could go there by sailing west.

Columbus' Idea of the World

Christopher Columbus tried very hard to get ships to sail west to

Asia. In 1492, the (4ueeu of Spain, Queen Isabella, gave Columbus ihree

ships, the "Mina," "Pinta," aild "Santa Maria." In August of 1492, Columbus

and his men started on their voyage. They sailed frir many weeks but did

not see land. The men became afraid because they did not know where they

were going. Finally, in October, 1492, they saw land. Columbus and his

men believed they were in India. Columbus called the first people he

met "Indians." But Columbus was not in India. He was in the place

we now call America.

26
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Columbus Discovers America

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions with complete answers. The questions are

about the information in the mini-reading "Columbus Discovers America."

1. Why did traders from Europe go to Asia?

2. Who was Christopher Columbus?

3. What did he believe?

4. Who gave Columbus three -hips?

5. How long did Columbus and his men sail before they saw land?

6. Why were the men afrak?

7. When did they finally see land?

8. When Columbus and his mei' saw land, where did they think they were?

27



Columbus Discovers America

C. History Activity 1fr2

The Known and Unknown World in the 1400'

1111111111111

Aft a

Aus

11111491111 111111111 11111;1111111

1'111
I 'V,

I

17(?hi:

Euro e

Asia

Aniarc ica
....111111011ffi1i.

t,

0

Australia

Not known to peop e from Europe at the time of Columbus.

Wri:e sentenceo below about ;he information in the map above. Tell if the

people living in Europe in the 1400's knew or didL't kn 4 about the different

continents of the world. The first two are done for you.

1. Northern Africa - Tne people who lived ir, Europe in the 1400's knew about

Noethern Africa.

2. Southern Afrir_a - They didn't know about Southern Africa.

3. most of Asia -

4. North Americ Ihey

5. South AmcLza - They

6. Antarctica - ae.z

7. Europe - They 28
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Columbus Discovers America

D. Language Activity #1

Making Yes/No Questions in the Simple Past

One type of question that people ask in English is the question that

can be answered with Lei or no. For most verbs, to make questions in the

simple past, you must use the word "did" and change the verb to the simple

form.

Example: Statement - Columbus asked the queen of Spdin for help.

Question - Did Columbus ask the queen of Spain for help?

The verb be is different. To make yes/no questions you must put the

verb in front of the subject. Do not use "did."

Example: Statement- Columbus was from Italy.

Question - Was Columbus from Italy?

Write the

answers from

1. Teacher:

Student:

2. Teacher:

Student:

3. Teacher:

Student:

4. Teacher;

Student:

5. Teacher:

Student:

questions that the teacher would ask to get the following

the students. The first two are done for you.

Did Columbus know about Asia?

Yes, Columbus knew about Asia.

Was Isabella the queen of Spain?

Yes, Isabella was the queen of Spain.

Yes, the people who lived in Europe liked to buy things

from Asia.

mIPI=.1 mE.M.ONIN

Yes, Columbus was a sailor from Italy.

Yes, %:olumbus believed the earth was round.

29



Columbus Discovers America

D.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Language

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:

Student:

Activity #1 (continued)

Yes, Columbus thought he could go to Asia by sailing west.

Yes, the men became afraid.

Yes, the Queen of Spain gave Columbus three ships.

Yes, Columbus and his men believed they were in India.

Yes, Columbus was in the place we nOw call America.

rilor
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Columbus Discovers America

D. Language Activity #2

Negative - Simple Past

To form the negative in the simple past tense we use "did not" or

"didn't" and the simple form of the verb.

Example: affirmative - Columbus reached America.

negative - Columbus was not a mechanic.

Answer the following questions with the word "no" and a complete

negative sentence. Then write an affirmative sentence giving the correct

information. The first one is done for you. Use the reading "Columbus

Discovers America" to help you with your answers.

I. Did the people who lived in Europe in the 1400's know about North and

South America?

_negative -tiEu they didn't know about North and South America.

affirmative - The knew about Europe, Asia, and part of Africa.

2. Was the trip to India and China short and safe?

negat_ive -

affirmative -

3. Was Christopher Columbus from Germany?

negative -

affirmative -

4. Did Christopher Columbus believe the Earth was flat?

negative -

affirmative -

S. Were Columbus' three ships the "Nina", the "Pinta", and the "Santa Isabella"?

negative -
..1.1.1M..111=1110111111

affirmative -

31



Columbus Discovers America

. D. Language Activity 4'2 (continued)

6. Did Columbus think he could go to India by sailing east?

negative -

affirmative -

7. Did Queen Isabella give Columbus one ship?

negative - =111MINI.M=MIIML

affirmative -

NMil...1MMEMMWOMMI11IIMMINEMIINIMIMIN

8. Did Columbus and his men reach Amcrica in 1450?

negat ive
lamiMPIMIEWIM '.1,1=111Im.

affirmative -

9. Were the men afraid because they didn't like Columbus?

negative -

affirmative -

IC. Did Columbus believe he was in America?

negative -

affirmative - ---_------- ----------___-

11. Was Columbus in India?

negative,-

affirmative -

32
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Columbus Discovers America

D. Language Activity #3

Pronouns

Pronouns are words used in place of nouns. We use pronouns so that

we don't have to repeat nouns.

Some pronouns are used as subjects in a sentence.

Example: "1," "you," "he," "she," "ir," "we," and "them"

Some pronouns are used as objects of verbs or prepositions.

Example,: "me," "you," "him," "her," "it," "us," And "them"

Rewrite the following paragraph changing the underlined words to the

correct pronouns. Write this activity on a separate piece of paper.

In 1492, the Queen of Spain was Isabel de Castilla.

Isabel de Castilla was one of the best queens of Spain.

Christopher Columbus went to Spain to see Isabel de

Castilla. Christopher Columbus asked the queen to

give him some money for a trip to find a sea route to

India. Isabel de Castilla decided to help Columbus

and gave Columbus three ships. The ships, were the

"Nina," the "Pinta;' ond the "Santa Maria: In August

of 1492, Columbus f.nd his men started on their voyage.

almalatumajlazti2 saw land in October of 1102.

33
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Columbus Discovers America

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. They wanted to bring things from India and China and sell theme things

in Europe.

2. He was a sailor from Italy.

3. He believed the earth wa# round and that ships could sail fviam Europe to Asia.

4, Queen Isabella of Spain4sve him ttree ships.

5. They sailed for two months (August and September) before they sem land.

6. They saw land in October, 1492,

7. They thought they were in India.

History Activity #2

3. They knew about most of Asia,

4, They didn't know about North America.

5. They didn't know about South America.

6. They didn't know about Antarctica.

7. They knew about Europe.

Language Activity #1

3. Did the people who lived in Europe like to buy things fran Asia?

4. Was Columbus a sailor from Italy/

5, Did Columbus believe the earth was round?

6. Did Columbus think he could go to Asia by sailing west?
7. Did the men become afraid?

8. Did the Queen of Spain give Columbus three ships?

9. Did Columbus and his men beleive they were in India?

10. Was Columbus in the place we now call America?

Languaq Activity #2

2. No, it wasn't short and safe.

It was long and dangerous.

3. No, he wasn't from Germany. He was from Italy.

No, he didn't believe the earth was flat. He believed it WILS round.

5. No, they weren't the "Nina," "Pinta," and "Santa Isabelle." They.were the

"Nina," "Pinta," and "Santa Maria."

34



Columbus Discovers America

Key to Activities

Language Activity #2 (continued)

6. No, he didn't think he could go to India by sailing east. He thought
he could go to India by sailing west.

7. No, she didn't give him one ship. She gave him three ships.
8. No, they didn't reach America in 1450. They reached America in 1492.
9. No, they weren't afraid becalust they didn't like Columbus. They were

afraid because they didn't know where they were going.

10. No, he didn't believe he was in America. He believed he was in India,
11. No, he wasn't in India. He was in America.

Language Activity #3

In 1492, the Queen of Spain was Isabel do Castilla. She was one of the
best queens of Spain. Christopher Colambus ment to Spain to see her.
He asked her to give him some money for a trip to find a sea route

to India. She decided to help Columbus and gave him three ships. AT! were the
"Nina," "Pinta," and the "Santa Maria." In August of 1492, Columbus and his
men started on their voyage. Ilmsaw land in October of 1492.

3 5
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Europeans Explore North America

A. New Words to Learn and Use

to discover

to claim land

to explore

coast

gold

1. to discover - to find something or some place for the first time

Columbus discovered America.

2. p:Lexplore - to so to a place for the first time and see what is there.

Ponce de Leon =Load Florida.

3. Lau - a valuable yellow metal used for money or jewelry

Many of the explorers were looking for Ea.

4. coast - the land next to the sea

Verrazano explored the eastern coast of North America.

5, to claim land - to say that land belongs to a person or a country

England claimed the eastern part of North America.
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Europeans Explore North America

B. Mini-Reading

After Columbus discovered America, other men from Europe came to

explore this new land. They wanted to see what was in this land. Some

wanted to find things that they could bring back to Europe and sell. Some

wanted to find gold.

Men from Spain, France, and England came to explore North America.

In 1497, a man named John Cabot, who represented England, explored the

eastern coast of 'Torth America. In 1513, Ponce de Leon, from Spain,

discovered and explored Florida. Coronado explored the western part of

what is now the United States in 1540. Four years later, another man,

Cartier from France, discovered and explored the St. Lawrence River in the

northern part of North America.

OM MEM GPM Co1umbus-1492
Spain- Cobot-1497-Englond

Ponce de Leon
1513- Spain

000 o Corrier-1534.
France

xxxxx Coranado-1540
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Europeans Explore North America

111
C. History Activity #1

~10

Y

Main Idea of a Paragraph

A paragraph is a group of sentences about one main idea.

The main idea of a paragraph is the most important thing that the writer

of a paragraph wants the reader to think about. Often the writer tells

the main idea of a paragraph in the first sentence.

Choosing the Main Idea

1. Put an X next to the main idea of the first paragraph of the mini-

reading !Europeans Explore North America."

Columbus discovered Arberica.

Men from different countries in Europe came to explore North

America after Columbus.

Some explorers wanted to find gold and some wanted to bring

things to Europe to sell.

2. Put an X next to the main idea of the second paragraph of the

mini-reading.

Spain, France, and England sent men to explore North America.

John Cabot represented England.

-----Ponce de Leon discovered Florida.

3. Put an X next to the main idea of the third paragraph of the

mini-reading.

'"

France and England claimed land on the eastern coast of North America.

Spain claimed some of the land in North America.

Spain, France, and England claimed land in North America.

38
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Europeans Explore North America

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

Aftt,r the explorers came, Spain)France,and England claimed land

in North Aterica for themselves. Spain claimed the southern parts.

France claimed the northern and central parts. England claimed the

eastern part.

Land In North America
Claimed by Spain,
France, and England

0

Pacific

Ocean

.00 .04400.0
0.1.1100,0.00..0400. 0

.11...0114,080.040000.04.0.04100.0.
.69.009.000.0000...#4.0.0.9.00.

00.6000.0.0....000.00.0.00090.0.
$00000.0.6.04...000004,60000,010.00...0000.0.000004090.0.0.0400.94.0.000.0.0000004.40..0..0

.0.09.14009.0000ese.000009,00000110
pes

0...011.60.0.000.4.000060.0.000...
4100.9000.9.000.00000.0000000.0000.
....0000.4100.011.0.006.0.09.4101100001.90 .9000..00.10....000099099.1000.040.OS

0.90.10040.000000,14106.6000000....
0.0060006.0.90.00000.0000.90000.9..0.0000.000.0140O.$.0.0000.4..
.04100.440000440000.01.0061.11110.600es 00...0.906.9.09.0.0e.0.00001000
......000100000110.419.0..0.06.4.0.0. OOOOO .005..00eD000000.00

0..0000.1....0090000.01011.00V. 0.00.e 000rne

O..
0090......

11004.0.8.000

1.11.100.001.10.0.0
900.01000.0

$.
.00
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Europeans Explore North America

C. History Activity #2

Map Scale Activity

Im.

4.

Maps are drawings of parts of the earth. Some maps show large

parts of the earth and some maps show small parts of the earth. Look

at the two maps below.

Map A
Chi ago

°Donver

StLouls

160%ph1

Oollos°

Mowdon
pow (Moons

Scale

Sc0 ,

miles

Map B

8001e

MOSS

These maps show a smaller and larger part of the United States. We

say that these maps have a different "scale." The line below each map

cells Us the scale of the map. In Map A, each inch is s00 miles. In Map B,

each inch is 1,000 miles. Every map has a scale which we can use to measure

distances from one place on the map to another place.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Europeans Explore North America

C. History Activity #2 (continued)

How to Use a Scale to Measure Distances on a Map

Scale
0 1/2 I

miles

Scale
0 l/2

Step 1: Place the border of the

paper so that it touches each of

the 2 points you are to measure.

Step 2: Mark the paper at the place

it touches each of the 2 points you

are measuring.

Step 1.: the marked edge of

the papei against the scale in the

key and read the distance. Measurements

always read from left to right.

Step 4.: Many times the distance you

are masuring is longer than the scale

in the key. When this happens, mark

your straight edge as far as the scale

shows and move your paper over so that

the mark you just made is touching the

zero on the scale. Remark your scale

for as many times as necessary to get

to the distance you are measuring.

Step 5: Add up the scale marks on

your straight edge to get the total

distance you are measuring.

41
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Europeans Explore North America

C. History Activity #2 (continued)

Use the steps on "How co Use a Scale to Measure Distances on a Map"

to do the tollowing map exercise.

Four American Cities

Baltimore 0

()Washington,
D.C.

()Richmond
Norfolk

Key'
0 City

NORTH

WEST EAST

SOUTH

i. How far is it from Washington to Baltimore?

2. How far is it from Richmond to Washington?

3. How far is it fram Baltimore to Norfolk?

50
moles
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Europeans Explore North America

C. Histrry Activity 03

Map Skills

North

Ameri

'14411! Gres land

fts
c0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0**

,m11,

x
x

it

oo.r

x . sox
x Ix x 'Ix so... %.

X pilltkt;: 000 11.1 6x X

X X

X X X X X...X 1111"
X ..,rro.r...

)1

0-

Columbus-1492
Spain

Cabot-1497-Erjland

Ponce de Leon
1513- Spain

0000 Cartier-1534.
France

xxxxx Coronado 1540

South
America

9

Franc

Spa i D .

AfriC a

SCALE
miles

3000
I

15400
I I 4

Circle the letter of the best answer of each question about the map above.
1. Which explorer went the closest to Greenland?

(a) Columbus (b) Cabot (c) Cartier

2. Which man explo:.:ed Florida?

(a) Cartier (b) Verrazano (c) Ponce de Leon (d) Cabot
3. About how many miles did Cartier travel before he came to the St.

Lawrence River?

(a) 1,000 (b) 3,000 (c) 5,000 (d) 10,000
4. Which explorer went to what is not Mexico and the southwestern United States.

(a) Columbus (b) Cartier (c) Coronado (d) Ponce de Leon

-11115. Who was the first explorer to come to North America after Columbus?
(a) Cabot (b) Verrazano (c) Ponce de Leon (d) Cartier

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 4 3



Europeans Explore North America

C. History Activity #4

Map Skills: Completing the Key to a Map

Below is a map that shows which parts of North America were claimed by

Spain, France, and England.

country claimed each part.

But the key to the map does not show which

From the information in the mini-reading,

"Europeans Explore North America,"

Land in North America
Claimed by Spain,
France, and England

S.

complete the key to this map.

4.

Pacific

Ocean

KEY

huh

2. V.0
1890

3.

0.* 8,004060000664.00000.04 04

*.0.00.0000101110.00060.004.9

O04.611066.6.9.904.0.04141,0400 O.
08.4.1116009OOO*004600.11.41.410.009,0
**41.00..104.66604041.1,0110 00.1
1.8100.0098.008.06000.61100.49.001,.
O.* 8....06.00.0.0.60608.00 60*Oep
1 ..****009901.0.400.000.00.0..00..6* .04000.6.410.41.44.0.444.4104 19 041.09.6000,000.410.1.060.090 0.600O9066.60.00.06.111 9046 .6085.0 4.00..0606060111.084,10. .68.064 49...114000014.10084,04110,40 08500861

06.0.4100000.16.1,81.0.4.4.410000041.94.6.01. lee. 11 0.
094,8.10.4.00009..4 ludiee0.04
41941040061800#.04.414060099.900"00..0 91.0004.10.1.0V61044.100O. ..00.
6666.**0006060000.416...490

1

Ocean

At/antic

"MAIW.44NWWWWWWqra,
VAIWAVAZIWAINW:
0.0.0000.009.80e0. 04.41*
480000$04.08*.00006**.44

This shows land that was claimed by

This shows land that was claimed by

This shows land that was claimed by

4 4
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Europeans Explore North America

D. Language Activity

Writing Information Questions in the Simple Past

Questions that begin with the words "who," "what," 'Lwhen," "where,"

"how," and "why" are called information questions. Each example below

shows an information question about a word or group of words that comes

after the verb in the statement. The word order for information questions

like these is:

guestion Word "Did" Subject, Simple Fora of the Verb

What

Examples:

did the explorers want to find?

Statement The explorers wanted to find

Question What did the explorers want to find?

Statement The Indians crossed the ice and land bridge

Question How did the Indians cross the ice and land bridge?

Statement The explorers came from

Question Where did the explorers come from?

Statement Columbus sailed west

Question .11:4W did Columbus sail west?

When we use "who" or "what" to ask a question about the subject of a

sentence, we do not use the word "did."

Example:

Statement Explorers from Europe explored North America.

Question, Who explored North America?

45
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Europeans Explore North America

D Language Activity (continued)

Now it is your turn. Write questions about the circled word or words

in the sentences below. Each of the questions should begin with "who,"

"what," "where, or "how." The first one is done for you.

1. Columbus wanted to find

What did Columbus want to find?

2. Some explorers wanted to find

3. The explorers came

4. Cabot came from

5 Some of the countries claimed

from Europe.

in North America.

6. (COrronali31 explored the southwestern part of North America.

7.

America.

laimed the southwestern and southeast2rn ?arts of North

4 6



Europeans Explore North America

Key to Activities

History Activitz #1

1. Men frau different countries in Europe came to explore North'America
after Columbur.

2. SpaingFrance, aci England sent men to explare North America.
3. Spain, France, and England claimed land in North America.

History Activity #2

1. 50 miles, 2. 75 miles, 3. 125 miles

History Activity #3

1. bg 2. co 3. b. 4. co 5. a

History Activity #4

1. France, 2. England, 3. Spain

Languar Actiyity

2. What did some explorers want to find?

3. How did the explorers came tram &mops?

4. Where did Cabot came from?

5. What did some of the countries claim in North America?
6. Who explored the southwestern part of North America?

7. Who claimed the southwestern and soutbsastern parts of North America?

4 7
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Discovery and Exploration

Summary Activity fl

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

An mitrzazo.mr.Ar .11111N11'1 MN'
7.11111111111111111fir Ir

raNt r Amor 4111N1Whmi3nurzrvionalino
z 0 warm yir AIMAviammarainia

II samummviwair ;emsAviAr Are 'A' 411_,F
' .117y111' A.11111111111111111111111SO' 7.00' .111117.V/AVI,flUURI rlar 111111111111111111111Z

Each answer begins in the square where the letter row and number row meet.

The first "Across Word Question" and "Down Word Question" are done for you.

Across Word Questions

A 6 Columbus wanted to go to

C 4 live and work on farms.

E 1 The initials of the explorer

who represented England

E 10 a small group of people who

live together and speak the

same language.

G 12 To go by ship is to s

H 1

J 7

L 2

M 8

Men from explored America.

find something for the first tine

a person who works on a ship

go to a place for the first time

and see what's there.

2

4

5

Down Word Questions

E

G

B

He discovered Anerica.

Some explorers were looking for .

One of Columbus' ships was the

Santa
mnskm.mOmw

7 A people who move often from one

place to another

8 H India and China are in the

continent of 0
9 .7 Explorers crossed the ocean by .

10 C go to a place for the first time

to build a home and start a new lif

12 A Columbus discovered
INIM10=1..

13 E A connects two pieces of land.

50



DiscGvery and Exploration

Summary Activity #2

Map Activity

Identify the continents of the world. Write the name of each of the

continents on the map below.

01
goer

51
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Discovery and Eiploration

Summary Activity 93

Identification and pronouns

Substitute the underlined pronouns with names from the list below.

Write your answers on the lines below the pronouns. The first one is done for you.

Queen Isabella India

the Santa Maria the Indians

Asia John Cabot

Christopher Columbus Ponce de Leon

the earth Cartier

1. They were the first inhabitants of North America.

The Indians

2. Columbus believed it was round.

.I.M.M.110.0.1

3. She gave Columbus the ships he nded.

4. He discovered and explored Florida.

5. Columbus sailed on it to America.

,..
6. Columbus believed he could reach it by sailing west.

7. He discovered America.

8. Columbus and his men thought they had reached it.

NO01

9. He discovered and explored the St. Lawrence River.

Aw/VIMMWMNIIMmlo.

10. He was an explorer from England.

I



Discovery and Exploration

Summary Activity #4

Completing a Dialogue

The year is 1485. Christopher Columbus has gone to see the Queen of

Spain and ask her help. Complete the dialogue below between Columbus and

Isabella.

Isabella: Christopher Columbus, you are an Italian sailor, aren't you?

Columbus:

Isabella: Why have you come to see me?

Columbus: I believe that I can

and I want you to

Isabella: But Columbus, no one has ever done that before. Why do you think

you can do it now?

53
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Discovery and Exploration

Summary Activity #4

Completing a Dialogue (continued)

Columbus:

Isabella: What will you need to do this?

Co)umbus:

EW

Isabella: That will be expensive. I want some time to study your plan.

Columbus: Thank ycu, Yz.mr Majesty.



Discovery and Exploratimi

Key to Summary Activities

Summary Activity #1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 K) H 12 13 14
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Stimmary Activity #2

(For answers refer to map of "Known and Unknown World" in "Columbus Discovers

America" page 2 or 6.)

Summar,' Activity #3

2. the earth, 3. Queen Isabella, 4. Ponce de Leon, 5. the Santi Maria,

6. India, 7. Christopher Columbus, 8. Asia, 9. Cartier, 10. John Cabot

Summary Activity #4

(Answers may vary.)

.5 9
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Section II THE COLONIES IN NORTH AMERICA

Packet 1 People from Europe Come to Live in America

Packet 2 Jamestown

Packet 3 The Pilgrims Come to America

Packet 4 Other English Colonies Begin in North America

Packet 5 Life in the Colonies

Packet 6 Government in the Colonies

Packet 7 The French and Indian War

Packet 8 The Colonies in North America:

Summary Activities
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People from Europe Come to Live in America

A. New Words to Learn and Use

wealthy settlement settlers colony colonist

religion Christian fur permanent

1. wealthy - having a lot of money; being rich

The rulers of Spain, Franceland England wanted to make their countries.

wealthy.

2. settlement - a small place in a naw land where people go to build their

homes and start a new life.

People from Spain, France and England went to America to build settlements.

3. settler - people who live in a settlement

The first settlers in North America were from Spain.

4. colony - a large area in a new land where people from another country go

to build settlements

5. colonist - a person who lives in a colony

There were more colonists in the English colonies than in the French

colonies.

6. religion.- belief in a god or supernatural power

7. Christian - the name of the religion started by Jesus Christ

The Spanish wanted to teach the Indians about the Christian religion.

8. fur - the hair and skin of an animal

The French traded animal furs in North America.

9. permanent, - continuing for a long time

Jamestown was the first permanent English settlement in America.

5S



People from Europe Come to Live in America

B. Mini-Reading

When the different explorers from Europe returned to their countries,

they told their rulers about the new lands in America. The leaders of

Spain, France, and England decide' that they wanted people to live in America

and find things, especially gold, that would make their countries wealthy.

The people who caalleto live in America were called colonists or settlers.

The places where they lived were called colonies or settlements.

Early European Settlements
in North America

anta Fe
(Spanish 1609)

Quebec
Wren

163

Jamest
(English

1607)

t Augustine
(Spanish 1565)ow

Or leani
(French 1718)

The Spanish were the first settlers in North America. They started

the first settlement, St Augustine in Florida, in the year 1565. In

1609 they started Santa Fe in what is now New Mexico. The Spanish wanted

to find gold and teach the Indians the Christian religion.

The first French colony, Quebec, was started in what is now Canada

in the year 1635. After the French explored the Mississippi River, they

started another settlement at New Orleans. The French started many small

59



People from Europe Come to Live in America

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

settlements in the middle part of North America to buy aramal furs from

the Indians. The French made the furs into coats and hats. Many people

in Europe wanted to buy these warm clothes.

Many English men and women went to live in the English colonies on

the eastern coast of North America. The first permanent English settlement

was Jamestown in 1607. Many others started after that.

iftalimor
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People from Europe Come to Live in America

C. History Activity 01

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions with complete sentences. The questions

are about the mini-reading "People from Europe Come to Live in America."

1. What do we call the people who came to live in America?

2. What country in Europe sent the first settlers to North America?

3. What vas the name of the first settlement in North America and when did

it start?

4. What was the name of the first French settlement in North America?

5. What was the first permanent English settlement in North America?
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People from Europe Come to Live in America

C. History Activity #2

Paragraph Completion

Fill in the blanks below with words that best complete the sentences.

The paragraph is about the mini-reading "People from Europe Come to Live

in America."

Spain, France,and England started

America in the 1500's and 1600's.

in North

started the

first colony called in Florida. The year was

France started a settlemenL called

in the year 1635. The French made a lot of money from the animal

that they bought from the
. The first permanent

All in the year

settlement was called Jamestown. It was started

The paragraph above has no title. What do you think would be the best

title? Underline you answer.

(a) The Spanish Started the First Settlement in North America

(h) The French Make Money in North America

(t) Countries in Europe Start Colonies in North America



People from Europe Come to.Live in America

D. Language Activity

Countries, Nationalities and Languages

In English, the name for a country and the name for the people who

live in that country are sovetimes different. Often, the name of the language

is the same as the name of the people who speak that language. These words

begin with a capital letter.

For example:

The people who live in France are French and most of them speak French.

Can you fill in the blanks below with the correct words following the example

above?

1. The people who live in !pain are and most of them speak

.mIwllMM=MIM
2. The people who live in England are and most of them

speak.

The following are more difficult. Do you know them?

3. The people who live in the Netherlands are -

most of them speak

4. The people who live in Sweden are and most

of them speak

5. The people who live in Germany, are and most

of them speak

6. The people who live in China are and most of them

speak

7. The people who live in Vietnam are and most

of them speak IMIIMM

63
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People from Europe Come to Live in America

D. Language Activity (continued)

In the next sentences the names of the nationalities and the names of the

languages are different. Do you know them?

8. The people who live in the United States are and

most of them speak

9. The people who live in Bolivia are and most of

them speak

10. The people who live in Brazil are and most of

them speak

and most of11. The people who live in Egypt are

them speak

111.
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People From Europe Come to Live in America

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. We call them colonists or settlers.

2. Spain sent the first settlers to North America,

3. Tne name of the first settlement was St Augustine in Florida. It started
4.n 1565.

4. The first French settlement in North America was Quebec.

5. The first permanent English settlement in North America was Jamestown.

History Activity #2

colonies (settlements); Spain; St. Augustine; 1565; Qaebec; fUrs;

Indiana; Elliglish; 1607

The best title is (c).

Lanquage Activity

1, Spanish; Spanish, 2. English; English, 3. Dutch; Dutch,

4. Swedish; Swedish, 5, German; German, 6. Chinese; Chinese,

7. Vietnamese; Vietnamese, 8. American; English, 9. Bolivian? Spanish,

10. Brazilian; Portuguese, 11 Egyptian; Arabic
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Jamestown

A. New Words to Learn and Use

to protect

leader

protection to attack

crops soldier

1. to pro_ect - to make so7,rhing safe from danger or enemies.

The settlers' houses didn't protect them from the bad weather

and the Indians.

2. protection - something that protects

Bad water and houses with little protection from the bad

weather made many people sick.

3. to attack - to hurt someone or to start a battle

The Indians attacked the English settlers.

4. leader - person who directs or gives the orders

Captain John Smith became the leAder of the new settlement.

5. crops,- plants that people grow on a farm

The new settlers planted crops.

6. soldier - person who is in the army

Captain John Smith was a soldier.
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Jamestown

1 B. Mini-Reading

In the spring of 1607, three ships from England came to the coast of

a large piece of land in North America that the English called Virginia.

There were about 100 man on these ships.

These men came to Virginia and found a place to build a settlement.

The name they gave to their settlement was Jamestown, named after King

James, the King of England.

At first, the settlement of Jamestown did not do well. Many of the

settlers wanted to find gold and did not want to start farms. Because of

this, the settlers didn't have a lot of food. Bad water and houses with

little protection from the weather made many people sick. Smears the

Indians attacked the settlers because they were unhappy about losing their

land.

A soldier named Captain John Smith became the leader of Jamestown and

helped the settlement a lot. Re made the people work hard. They planted

crops and made the houses stronger to protect the settlers from the weather

and the Indians. Jamestown did not die. It continued and grew, and more

people came to the colony of Virginia to start new settlements. Virginia

became the first permanent English colony in North America.
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Jamestown

C. History Activity fl

Mini-Reading Questions

Use the mini-reading, "Jamestown" to answer the following questions.

Use complete sentences.

I. When did three ships from England come to Virginia?

2. What was the name of the first settlement xn Virginia?

3. Why didn't the settlers have a lot of food?

AD4. What made peoPle sick?

IMP

MP.

5. Why were the Indians unhappy?

6. Who became a leader of Jamestown?

7. What did Captain John Smith make the people do?
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Jamestown

07. History Activity #2

Map Readiag
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Look at the drawing of Jamestown and underline the word or words that

best complete the following statements.

1. The river is on the (a) south and west (b) south and north (c) south and

east sides of the settlement.

2. The road that leaves the settlement is (a) north (b) south (c) east of

the settlement.

3. The fort was built in the shape of a triangle to protect the settlers

from (a) bad weather (b) Indian attacks (c) bad wateT

4. A person is on the boat at the dock east of the fort. He wants to bring

a box from tne dock to the middle of the fort. To get to the fort, he

must go (a) west 100 feet (b) east 200 feet (c) west 500 feet.
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Jamestown

C. History Activity f3

Pia Graphs

A graph is a drawing with words. It explains facts visually. This

means that peop!e can "see" the facts, or at least understand them more

easily. Here is a kind of graph that is called a pie graph.

An Estimate of American Indian Population - 1400's,

South

Americo (not
including Peru)

In a pie graph, the circle represents the total number of something.

The graph above represents the total number of Indians living in North and

South America in the 1400's. The parts of the circle tell something about

the total Indian population. In this graph the different parts of a circle

tell us that 45% of the Indians lived in what is now Mexico, 24% in what is

now Peru, 162 ir the rest of South America, 9% in Central America and 62 in

what is now the United States.
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Jamestown

C. History Activity 03 (continued)

Read the graphs below and underline the best answer for each of the questions

about the two graphs.

Occupations of Jamestown Settlers 1607 "tinu-ofEn-glishnlen
in 1600

Soldiers
10%

Skilled 11%
Workers

Gentlemen

77%

Soldiers

10%

Farmers

Skilld 81
Worker

Other Gentlemen
2% 5%

Other
2%

(skilled workers includes carpenters, and other people who build things

gentlemen wealthy men who have no special skills)

1. What was the largest group of men who went to Jamestown?

(e) soldiers (b) skilled workers (c) gentlemen (d) other

2. What was the largest group of Englishmen in 1600?

(a) soldiers (b) skilled workers (c) gentlemen (d) farmers

3. What kind of Englishmen did not go to Jamestown in 1607?

(a) soldiers (b) skilled workers (c) gentlemen (d) farmers

4. What occupation had an equal percentage of men in Jamestown and in England?

(a) soldiers (b) skilled workers (c) gentleman (d) farmers

5. What was the difference between the percentage of gentlemen in Jamestown

and the percentage of gentlemen in England? (To find the difference you

have to subtract the smaller number from the larger number.)

(a) 772 (b) 752 (c) 722 (d) 52
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Jamestown

D. Language Activity 91

Completion Exercise

In English, we add the endings and "-or" to action words to name

the person who does the action.

Example,: action a person that does the action

visit visitor

teach teacher

Fill in the blanks with the correct word. Follow the example above.

If the action is: What do you call a person that does that action?

1. lead

2. attack

3. protect

4. settle

5. sail

6. farm

7. hunt

8. discover
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Jamestown

D. Language Activity #2

Capital Letters

Use capital letters for:

-- the names of people (Columbus, John, Isabel).

-- geographic names (Virginia, the Mississippi River, North America).

-- adjectives that tell what country a person is from (American,

English).

- - the days of the week (Monday, Tuesday).

-- the months of the year (January, February).

-- titles in front of names (Captain John Smith, Mrs. Jones).

- - the names of businesses (the London Company, General Motors).

-- the first word in a sentence (The dog is hungry.).

The paragraph below has no capital letters. Read the paragraph and put

the capital letters in the correct places.

in 1603, the king of england was james I. he gave permission to the london

company to send men to america. about one hundred men cane in nay of 1607

and landed in the land called virginia. before landing in virginia, they

sailed up a river, which they called the janes river, at first their settlement,

called jamestown, did not do well, but things in jame..town got better after

captain john smith became the leader of the settlement.
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Jamestown'

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. They came to Virginia in tile spring of 1607.

2. The first settlement in Virginia was Jamestown.

3. They didn't have a lot of food because many of the settlors wanted to

find gold and did not want to start farms.

4. Bad water and houses with little protection from the weather made many people

sick.

5. The Indians were unhappy because the settlers took their land.

6. Captain Jobn Smith became a leader of Jamestown.

7. He made the people work hard.

Hietory Activity #2

1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. c

History Activity #3

1. c, 2. d, 3. d, 4, a, 5. c

Language Activity #1

1. leader, 2. attacker, 3. protector, 4. settler, 5, sailor,

6. farmer, 7. hunter, 8. discoverer

11.,

Md.

Language Activity t2

In 1603, the King of England was James I. He gave permission to the London

Company to send men to America. About one hundred mon came in May*of 1607 and

landed in the land called Virginia. Before landing in Virginia, they

sailed up a river, wbich they called the James River. AC first their

settlement, called Jamestown, did not do well. But things in Jamestown

got better after Captain John Smith became the leader of the settlement.
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Pilgrims Come to America

A. New Words to Learn and Use

Pilgrims storm agree

laws self-government survive

celebrate unsettled region adventure

agreement

feast

TY1

1. Pilgrims, - the name of English people who came to America for religious

freedom

The pilgrims came to America in 1620.

2. storr - bad weather with strong winds and much rain

The Nayflower" was pushed north by * storm.

3. mat- to have the same opinion as another person

They agreed to work very hard.

4. asseemant - a spoken or written promise to do what people have decided on.

The Pilgrims reached an aveement to obey the '..aws of the

Mayflower Compact.

5. laws - rules that govern people

The Pilgrims agreed that they would obey the laws they wrote.

6. self-government - people making their own rules

The Mayflower Compact vas the beginning of se1.13overnment

in America.

7. survive - to continue to live

The Pilgrims urvived the long, hard winter.

8. feast - a big party or great meal, sometimes for religious reasons

The Pilgrims invited the Indians to a feast.

9. celebrata.- to show that a day is important by having a feast or party

The Pilgrims celebrated the first Thanksgiving Day in 1621.
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Pilgrims Come to America

A. New Words to Learn and Use (continued)

10. unsettled region - place where no one has gone before or where no one

lives permanently

America was an unsettled region for the Pilgrims.
1k.

11. adventure - an exciting trip ar activity

Some of the colonists came for eventure.

Prarp.-
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Pilgrims Come to America

B. Mini-Reading
Sae,

The Second English Colony

In 1620 another group of colonists, called Pilgrims, wanted to start

a settlement in Virginia. They left England because they could not pray

to God in the way they wanted. However,their, ship, the 1Nayflower," did

not get to Virginia. A storm pushed them north of Virginia to a place

called Plymouth, in what is now Massachusetts.

Before the new colonists left their ship, they signed an agreement

called the Mayflower Compact. In the Mayflower Compact, the Pilgrims and

others on the "Mayflower" agreed that they would mete laws that helped

their settlement and that everyone would obey these laws. The Mayflower

Compact was important because it was a beginning of self-government in

America.

It was winter when the Pilgrims came to America and this made it

difficult to start their settlement. However, the nearby Indians helped

them and, because of their help, the settlement survived. At the end of

the first year the colonists invited the Indians to a feast to give thanks

for the good things that had happened to them. That was the first Thanks-

giving Day, which is a holiday that people in the United States still celebrate.

Why Colonists Came to America

Why did people leave England and go to an unsettled and unknown place

like America? There ware many reasons. The Pilgrims and many others wanted

freedom of religion. They wanted to pray to God in their own way. In

England people didn't have freedom of religion. Another reason for coming

to America was people were poor and could not find jobs in England.

They wanted to try to start a new life in America. Another reason was some

people just wanted adventure. They wanted to do something different and

exciting.
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Pilgrims Come to America

C. History Activity 01
41111

Multiple Choice

Choose the word or words that best completes each sentence. Underline

the correct answer.

1. A group of colonists called
wanted to start another settlement

in Virginia.

(a) sailors (b) English (c) Pilgrims

2. Their ship, the "Mayflower," did not get to

(a) Virginia (b) Delaware (c) Massachusetts

3. Before the colonist: left their ship they signed a(an)

called the Mayflower Compact.

(a) letter (b) agreement (c) map

4. In the , the colonists agreed that everyone would obey

the laws they made.

(a) England (b) Mayflower Compact (c) Thanksgiving Day

5. It was when the Pilgrims came to America.

(a) winter (b) summer (c) spring

6. was first celebrated by the Pilgrims to give thanks

for the good things that had happened to them.

(a) Christmas (b) Thanksgiving (c) Easter

7. Colonists did not come to America

(a) to get religious freedom.

(b) to start a new life.

(c) to look for a sea route to India.

s
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Pilgrims Come to America.

C. History Activity #2

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions about the mini-reading "Pilgrims

Come to America." Use complete sentences.

1. Why did the Pilgrims COU4 to America?

2. The Pilgrims left England planning to go to Virginia but never got there.

Why not?

3. What was agreed in the Mayflower Compact?

4. Why was the Mayflower Compact important?

5. Who helped the Pilgrims survive their first winter?

6. What were three reasons why colonists came to America?

,,
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Pilgrims Come to America

C. History Activity #3

Chronological Order

Writing things in chronological order means writing them in the order

that they happened in time. What happened first, you write first. What

happened second, you write second, and so on. Look at the two paragraphs

below.

Paragraph 1

First Columbus discovered a "Hew World.

Then he sailed across the ocean and asked

Queen Isabella for three ships.

Paragraph 2

First Columbus got three ships

from Queen Isabelle. Then he sailed

across the Atlantic Ocean and

discovered a "New World."

Paragraph I. is not in correct chronological order because it is not in

...

the order that it happened in time. Paragraph 2 is in the correct chronologicaAll

order.

Read "The Pilgrims Come to America" and put the following sentences in

correct chronological order. Number them 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 according to

what happened first, second, and so on.

=11111,

It was winter when the Pilgrims started to build their settlement.

Before they left their ship, Clay $ igned in agreement.

The Pilgrims left England in September, 1620.

In the spring, the Indians helped them and taught them new things

about living in their new land.

1=M At the end of the first year, the colonists invited the Indians to

a feast.
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Pilgrims Come to America

D. Language Activity

Prepositions "In," "On," and "At"

Place

IN

for continents - countries - states cities

(in Asia, in Canada, in Maryland,

in New York)

ow M mbm o mi m. M am

for streets - floors - vehicles

that carry many people%MY=

ON (on Main Street, on

the first floor,

on a ship)

1

10

M

0 =6 1M MP a a wl 1111 WM =0 NEM IMP

for addresses with house

numbers - tumaiLi

AT locations (at

105 First St.,

at th4

table

for-Cat0.114..

AT time (at five

o'clock)

ami .... M. os

for days of the week -

ON month and day together

(on Monday, on July 27)

=tam mm, mo. M M Mo *O. M

for years -months - seasons

IN (in 1620, in July, in the summer)
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Pilgrims Come to America

D. Language Activity (continued)

Pill in the blanks with "in," "on," or "at."

1. A group of people left England 1620 a ship called the "Mayflower."

2. They left because they did not have freedom of religion England.

3. These people who left England wanted to live Virginia.

4. A storm pushed their ship north and they landed Massachusetts.

5. They arrived winter November 9, 1620.

6. While they were the Nayflower," they signel an agreement called

the Mayflower Compact.

7. This agreement was the beginning of self-government America.

8. They left their ship December 11 and started to build a settlement

Plymouth.

9. After the first year, they sat down a table for a big feast with

their new neighbors, the Indians.

10. People the United States still celebrate this feast., called

Thanksgiving, the last Thursday November.
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Pilgrims Came to America

Key ta Activities

History Activity 01

1.e, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b, S. a, 6. b, 7. c

History Activity 02

1. They came to America because they could not pray to God in the way
they wanted in England.

2. A stars pushed them north of Virginia.

3. In the Mayflower Compact, the Pilgrims and others on the Miarrbmwer"

agreed that they would mike laws that helped their settlement and that
everyone would obey theme laws.

4, It was a beginning of self-government in America.

5. The Indians helped thee survive the first winter.
6. They cams to America for freedom of religioe, fora Jdbmnoe to start a new

life, and for adventure.

3 It was winter when the Pilgrims started to build their settlement.
2 Before they left their ship, they signed an agreement.
1 The Pilgrims left England in September, 1620.
4 /n the spring, the Indiana helped them and taught them new things about

living in their new land.

5 At the end of the first year, the colonists invited the Indiana to a
feast.

Language Activity

1 in; on, 2. in, 3. in, 4, in, 5. in; on, 6. an, 1. in,
8. on; in, 9. at, 10. in4 on; in
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

A. New Words to Learn and Use

Puritans to join rule pastor disagreement

to permit separate to found a colony peace opportunity

1. Puritans - members of a religious group who came to America to find

freedom of religion

The Puritans came to live in Massachusetts.

2. to join, - to put together

Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay joined together to form

one colony.

3. rule - something that tells what must or must not be done

The Puritans had strong rules for the People of Massachusetts.

4. pastor - the leader of a church

Roger Williams was a allor of a church in Salem, Massachusetts.

5. disagreement - different opinion

Roger Williams had a disagreement with the Puritans.

6. to permit to give permission to do or say something

Roger Williams permitted the settlers to practice their

different religions freely.

7. separate - apart from; nor a part of something else

Roger Williams wanted the church and go..rnment to be separate.

8. to found a colony - to start a colony

The Dutch founded a 7olony called New Netherlands.

9. peace - a period when there is no war or conflict.

The Quakers wanted to l've in peace.

10. opportunity - a chance

The goverror of Georgia wanted to give poor people an

opportunity to start a new life.
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Other English Colonies Begin in North Anericn

B. Mini-Reading

The New England Colonies

After the Plymouth Colony was founded, a group of people called Puritans

started a new colony called the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Later, Plymouth

and Massachusetts Bay joined together as one colony called Massachusetts.

The leaders of the Puritan Church were the leaders of the government of

Massachusetts. No other religion was permitted in Massachusetts except the

Puritan religion. This made many people leave the colony.

Roger Williams, a pastor of a church in Salem, was one of the people

who left Massachusetts. In 1634, he had a disagreement with the leaders

of the Puritan Church. He left Massachusetts and started the colony of

Rhode Island where there was freedom of religion for everyone. Roger

Williams also made a rule that said that the leaders of the church could not

be the leaders of the government. This is called "separation of church and

state" and later became au important idea in the making of the United States

government.

Other groups of people left Massachusetts and started the colonies

Connecticut and New Hampshire. The colonies of Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut and New Hampshire were called the New England Colonies.

The Middle Colonies

The Middle Colonies were between the New England Col.:4ies and the

Southern Colonies. New York was one of the Middle Colonies. It was founded

by the Dutch and was first called New Netherlands. When the English took it

from the Dutch in 1664, they changed the name to New York.

Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania were the other Middle Colonies.

Delaware and New Jersey were ,art of New Netherlands. These colonies were

governed by many different countries and people before they became separate

English colonies.
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

Pennsylvania was founded by William Penn who was a leader of a group of

people called Quakers. He wanted Pennsylvania to be a place for people of

all religions to live in peace.

The Southern Colonies

South of the Middle Colonies were the Southern Colonies. They were

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.

In 1632 the King of England gave a piece 1)f laud to George Calvert,

the Lord Baltimore. Calvert wanted to start a colony for English Catholics

who did not have freedom of religion in England. He called this colony

Maryland.

North and South Carolina were started as a business by eight Englishmen.

They wanted to make money by growing and selling crops to England.

Georgia was the last of thirteen English colonies. It was started

in 1733 to give poor people an opportunity to start a new life.
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

C. History Activity #1

Match the items in Column A with item from Column B. Each one can

be used only once. Write the correct letter; on the lines in front of the

items in Column A. The first one is done foc you.

Column A Column B

D 1. Puritans A. He fourded Pennsylvania.

2. separation of church
B. He started the colony of Rhode Island.

...=1111

100

and state

3. William Penn

4. New York

5. Roger Williams

Plymouth

7. Rhode Island

8. George Calvert

9. Virginia

10. Georgia

C. It joinad with Massachusetts to become

one colcny.

D. They founded the Massachusetts Bay Colony.

E. It was tlie last of the thirteen English

colonies.

F. It became ay important idea in makinp

the United States government.

G. It was filet called New Netherlands.

H. It was nor,:h of Nortn Carolina.

I. He wanted to start a colony for Catholics.

J. There was freedom of religion in this

colony.
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

C. History Activity #2

Reading a Bar Graph

A bar graph is another kind of a glaph that helps explain facts.

Look at ae bar graph below.

Colonies Founded on 'the Eastern
Coast ot North America

7

41)
6

2
2 50
4.)

4
0

3
.0

E. 2

1600-1610 1611-1620 1621-1630 163H6 40
Years

The graph tells us about the number of colon!.es started in the eastern

part of North America. It says that from 1600 - 1610 only one colony was

started. From 1611 to 1620 only one colony was startzd. From 1621 to 1630

three colonies were started. From 1631 to 1640 five colonies were started.

On the next page, you have an opportunity to read and test your understanding

of another bar graph.
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

C. History Activity #2 (continued)

The Population of the Thirteen Colonies

2,100,000

1,600P00

c 1,504000
.2

3 1,200,000
a.

a.

900,000

600,000

300,0 00

1610 1650

0

O

O

0

O

0

1690
'Years

1730 1 770

Use the graph above to answer the following questions. Underline your answers.

1. The graph above is about

(a) the number of colonies started before 1770 (b) the year, that th2

thirteen colonies began (c) the number of people who lived in the colonies

2. In what year did the colonies have the largest population?

(a) 1610 (b) 1690 (c) 1730 (d) 1770

3. What was the colonial population in 1690?

(a) 350 (b) 200,000 (c) 300,000 (d) 600,000

4. Between what years did the colonial population increase the most?

(a) 1610-1650 (b) 1650-1690 (c) 1690-1730 (d) 1730-1770

5. Between what years did the colonial population increase the least?

(a) 1610-1650 (b) 1650-1690 (c) 1690-1730 (d) 17304770
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

D. Language Activity

Active and Passive Sentences in the Simple Past

Usually we read and write sentences that are active. In active sentences

the subject does the action of the verb and the direct object receives the

action oi the verb. Look at the sentences below:

Active Examples:

Does the Action (subject) Action (verb) Receives the Action (objact)

Columbus discovered America

John Cabot explored America

Sometimes, though, we want the receiver of the action to be the subject.

Then we make our sentences passive. Writers of history books often use the

passive.

Passive Examples:

Receives the Action (subject) Action (verb) Does the Action (agent)

America was discovered by Columbus

To form the passive, we use the proper tense of the verb "to be"

("was" or "were" for the simple past tense) and the past participle of the

main verb in the active sentence. The past participle of regular verbs has

the same form as the past tense.

Example: simple form past past participle

reach reached reached

permit permitted permitted

Some irregular verbs may have the same form for the past and past

participle, and others msy have different forms.

Example: simple form
2.11P1. 221E.MELIELL

feel felt felt

send sent sent

have had had

be was, were been

see

draw

saw seen

drew drawn
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Other English Colonies Begin in North America

D. Language Activity (continued)

Remember that every passive sentence in the past tense has "was" or II were,

but every sentence with "was" or "were" is not passive. "Plymouth was founded

in 1619" is passive, but "Plymouth was a colony" is not passive. If the

sentence has "was" or "were" plus the past particiOle, then it is passive.

The sentences below were taken from the reading "Other English Colonies

Begin in North America." Some of them are passive and some are active. If

a sentence is passive put a "P" on the line . If it is active put an "A"

on the line. The first two are done for you.

1. A The Puritans started the Massachusetts Bay Colony.

2. P The 21ymouth Colony was begun in 1619.

3. Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay joined together as one colony.

4.

5.

.111Mb

m10

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island and New Hampshire were

called New England Colonies.

New York was started by the Dutch.

6. The English took it from the Dutch in 1664.

7. Pennsylvania was founded by William Penn.

8.

9.

164

North and Suuth Carolina were started as a business.

Georgia was started to help poor people in 7ngland.



Other English Colonies Begin in North America

Key to Activities

History Activity *1

1. Do 2. Po 3. Al 4. Co S. Bo 6. Co 7, Jo 8. Io 9. Ho 10. E

History Activity #2

1. co 2. d 3. co 4. do 5. a

Lanipme Activity

3. Ao 4. Po 5. Po 6. A, 7, Po 8. Po 9.P
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Life in the Colonies

A. New Words to Learn and Use

way of life

port

slaves

rocky forest harbor industry

soil flour goods plantation

1. way of life,- the way people make money to live

The way of life in Massachusetts WdS different from the way of life

in Maryland.

2. rocky - with many rocks

The rocky land in New England was not very good for farms.

3. forest - an area of land with many trees

7here were L. ay forests in New England.

4. harbor - a place where ships can come close to land so that things can

be put in them and taken out of them easily

New England was a good place for shipping because of its many good

harbors.

S. _industry - making things in small or large factories

New England was important for its industries.

6. riort - a city with a good harbor

Boston, New York and Philadelphia were the most important ports in

the colonies.

7. soil - dirt; grout4

The Middle and Southern colonies had good soil for farming.

8. flour - the powder made from wheat or other grains that is used for making

things like bread and cake

The Middle Colonies sold flour to England.

9. goods - things that people buy or sell

Ships brought goods, to England Lrom New York and Philadelphia.
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Life in the Colonies

A. New Words to Learn and Use (continued)

10. plantation a large farm in the South

11. slaves people who are the property of someone and work for no money

Slaves did a lot of work on the southern plantations.
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Life in the Colonies

NJIII
B. MiniReading

We have read about the three groups of English colonies in America,

the New England Colonies, the Middle Colonies and the Southern Colonies.

The way of life in these three areas was different.

In New England, many colonists had small farms, but farming was

difficult. .The ground was rocky and the growing season was very short.

But there were two things about New England that were very important. One

was that New England had many forests with wood that was good for building

ships. The other thing was that New England had good harbors. Because of

the'forests and harbors, New England was most important for ,Its industry,

especially ship building and fishing. Some of the other industries were

tool making and weaving. Boston, Massachusetts became a very important

port for New England and the other colonies.

The Middle Colonies were called the "bread basket" of the English

colonies. Farms did well there because the weather and soil were good.

Two important crops that farmers grew were wheat and corn. They made the

wheat and corn into flour and sent it to the important ports of New York

and Philadelphia. From these ports, goods were shipped to other colonies

and to England.

The Southern Colonies were also good for farming but they didn't have

many large cities or good ports. Most of the farms were very large. The

large farms were called plartations. On the plantations they grew a lot of

tobacco, rice, and indigo, a plant used to make a blue dye. People in Europe

and the colonies wanted these crops, but the plantation owners needed a Lot

of workers to grow them. To do this work they used people from Africa aGd

made them into slaves.
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Life n the Colonies

C. History Activities #1

Identification

Read the following statements. Decide if each statement is true for the

New England, Middle, or Southern Colonies. Then write "Middle "New England,"

or "Southern" on the line in front of each statement. The first one is done

for you.

1. _..,-22aWn They grew tobacco on the plantations.

2. Industry was very important.

3. The ports of New York and Philadelphia were here.

4. There were many small farms.

5. The farm land was very rocky.

6. Wheat was an important crop.

7. Rice and indigo were important crops.

8. The port of Boston was here.

9. There were not many large towns.

10. Flour was sent to the colonies and England

from these colonies.
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Life in the Colonies

4111
C. History Activ:tv #2

Map Skills

WD

WT

WT

immm ow=

WD
I i

New
England

Colonies

Middle Colonies

Immi

Southern Colonies

Colonial Products and Industries

F Fishing C Corn

WO WOO d Tobacco

S Shipping R Rice

WT Wheat I Indigo

1. Which group of colonies had no shipping?

(a) New England Colonies (b) Middle Colonies (c) Southern Colonies

2. How many different kinds of products and industries did the Middle Colonies have?

(a) one (b) two (c) three (d) four

3. In which group of colonies was rice an important product?

(a) New England Colonies (b) Middle Colonies (c) Southern Colonies

4. Which was not a product or industry of the New England Colonies?

(a) fishing (b) wheat (c) shipping (d) wood
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Life in the Colonies

D. Language Activity

Simple Present Tense - One Day in the Life of a Coloniil Farm Family

In English, t.&e third person singular form of a verb in the simple

present tense always ends with an "-s" or "-es."

Example:

First Per.LolllizelEE Third Person Singular

I read

I watch

I box

I write

she reads

he watches

the boy boxes

Mary writes

The following selection, which is written in the simple present tense,

is about one day in the life of a colonial family. The Johnson family lives

on a farm in Maryland. Mary Johnson is telling what happens at different

times of one day in the year 1700. Read the selection and then answer the

questions at the end of the reading.

One Day in the Life of a Colonial Farm Family

a.m. 5:00 I wake up. I start a fire and cook breakfast. My husband wakes

up too. He feeds the animals and milks the cow.

5:45 My family and I eat breakfast. We usually cat cornbread for

breakfast.

6:15 The children and I clean the house. My husband starts to plow

part of the field.

10:00 I work in the small garden near the house. My children help me.

We plant onions, beans, carrots, melons, radishes, and pumpkins.

1 C



11:30 I go back to che house and start to prepare the lunch. The

children bring wood for the fire. My husband comes back from

the field and works in the barn.

p.m. 12:30 I eat lunch with my family. We eat fruit, cornbread, and pork.

1:00 I make clothes for the children. My husband goes to work in the

orchard. The children go fishing.

4:00 The children come home with sowe fish. I clean the fish and

cook it for supper.

5:30 I eat supper with my family. After supper, my children and I

do the dishes. My husband milks the cow and feeds the animals.

7:00 Everyone prays. The childLen go to bed. I sew some clothes.

My husband fixes a broken chair.

8:30 My husband reads the Bibl-

9:15 We go to bed.

Questions: (Use Complete Sentences)

1. What time does Mary wake up?

2. What does Mary do at 5:45?

3. What does Mary do while her husband plows the field?

4. Where does Mary work before she prepares lunch?

5. What does Mary do after the children go to bed?

4;111 6. What time does Mary go to bed?
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Life in the Colonies

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

2, New England, 3. Middle, 4. New England, 5. New England, 6. Middle,

7. Southern, 8. New England, 9. Southern, 10. Middle

History Activity #2

1 c, 2. d, 3. c, 4. b

Languar Activity

1. She wakes up at 5:00.

2. She eats breakfast at 5:45.

3. She usually eats cornbread.

4. He starts to plow part of the field.

5. She works in the small garden near the house.

6. She sews 30WO clothes.

7. She goes to bed at 9:15.

1C4
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Government in the Colonies

A. New Words to Learn and Use

to govern

democratic

veto laws

governor

tax

government assembly Parliament

to appoint to elect approve

1. ,to govern - to rule a small or large group of people

2. governor - a person who governs

3. government - a group of people who make rules

4. assembly - the group of people who made laws for a colony

The governor and assembly governed a colony. They were

the government of the colony.

5. Parliament - the nane for the group of people who made laws in England.

Parliament, did not make many laws for the colonies.

6. democratic - a kind of government in which the people rule themselves.

The government in the colonies was very democrar-ic.

7. tax - money people pay to the government

Taxes are necessary for every government.

8. to appoint - to choose someone for a job by naming him or her

The King appointed the governor of a colony.

9. to elect - to choose someone for a job by voting

The people did not elect a governor of a coloi./.

10. approve laws - say "yes" to laws

11. veto laws - say "no" to laws

The governor could approve or veto laws tlot the assembly made.
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Government in the Colonies

B. Mini-Reading

The year is 1760. A visitor from Spain has gone to see Governor

Hutchinson of Massachusetts.

Visitor: Hello, Your Excellency.

Governor: Hello.

Visitor: Have you heard from the King recently?

Governor: No. As you know, England is very far from the colonies. Wt

don't hear from the King or Parliament very often.

Visitor: Doesn't the Parliament make laws for the colonies?

Governor: Parliament makes a few laws, hut not many. In the colonies we

govern ourselves.

Visitor: Are the governments in the colonies democratic like the government

in England?

Governor: Yes, we are very democratic here. The people in the towns and

villages meet regularly in town meetings to make their own laws

and taxes.

Visitor: Who makes the laws for the whole colony?

Governor: Each colony has an assembly that makes the laws and taxes for

the whole colony.

Visitor: Do you, as the governor of Massachusetts, appoint the members

of the assembly in this colony?

Go,Ternor: No. I said we are democratic. The colonists elect members of

the assembly in their town meetings.

Visitor: If the government is democratic here, then the colonists elect

you too, right?
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Government in the Colonies

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

Governor: No, the King appoints me. But the colonists have some control

over me. The assembly pays me.

Visitor: What do you do as governor?

Governor: I direct the government and approve or veto the laws made by

the assembly.

Visitor: Do the King and Parliament try to control the colonies?

Governor: No, they haven't tried to control us very much yet.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Government in the Colonies

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions about the conversation between the visitor

and the Governor. When you answer the questions, don't forget that the

conversation is in rhe present tense, but the questions are in the past tense.

Use complete sentences.

1. What was the purpose of the town meetings?

2. What did the colonial assemblies do?

3. In a democratic government, people rvern themselves. In What ways

were the governments in the colonies democratic?

4. Who appointed the governors of the colonies?

5. What control did the colonial assemblies have over the governors?
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Government in the Colonies

C. History Activity 02

Fact and Opinion

A fact in history is something that actually happened. For example,

"Jamestown started in 1607" is a fact. We know that it really happened.

An opinion is something that some people believe, but other paopla

might disagree with. For example, "Spain had a better government than England"

is an opinion. Some people might believe that is true, but other people

miglt not agree.

Read the following statements about the conversation between the visitor

and the Governor. Decide if each statement is a fact or opinion and write

"fact" or "opinion" on the line in front of each statement. The first two

are done for you.

1. fact In 1760 the King and Parliament did not try to

control the colonies very much.

2. opinion The King did not control the colonies enough.

3. The colonial governments were democratic.

4. It was good that the people did not elect the

governors.

5. The colonial assemblies made laws for the whole colony.

6. A democratic government is the best kind of government.

7. The colonists elected people for the assembly in

their town meetings.
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Government in the Colonies

C. History Activy #3

Reading a Chart

A Comparison of the Spanish, French and English Colonies

Nalf

Mother
Country SPAI N FRANCE ENGLAND

WItat control did the

mother country have
on the colonies?

mach control much control little control

How did the colonies

make money?
mining

(gold and silver)

farming

fishing

fur trading

farming

trading with other
countries

What was the

religion?

Cathaft
,

Catholic different

Christian Religion

Did the Indians

like thorn?

Nlo, they fought

with the Indians.
Yes, they lived

and vimrlted with

the Indians.

NW, they took

Indian land.

From the information in the chart above, decide if each of the statements

below iz; true for the Spanish colonies, French colonies, or English colonies.

Write the correct answer in front of each statement. The first one is done

for you.

1. __JEFIlish colonies They had different Christian religions.

2. They were friendly with the Indians.

3. They made money by collecting gold and silver.

4. The mother country didn't try to control them very

much.

5. They made money by trading with other countries.

6. They made money by trading furs.
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Goveznment in the Colonies

D. Language Activity

Using "Do" and "Does" in Yes/No Questions

The questions below are in the simple present tense.

Does the King live in England?

Do the coionists obey the King?

Do you understand this unit?

Do they want to learn more words?

Notice that the first question begins with "does" and the other questions

begin with "do." We use "does" if the subject is third person singular (she,

he, it, Mary, the king, etc.). We use "do" for all other subjects (I, you,

we, the colonies, the colonists, etc.).

When making questions in the simple present tense, the verb is alwys

in the simple form. But when writing a statement, remember that the verb

has an "s" or "es." Look at the examples below.

gmttlea - Does the King live in England?

Statement - The King lives in England.

In the following activity a teacher in a school in colonial Massachusetts

is asking one of his students some questions about the government in the

colonies and in England. There are blanks in the teacher's questions. Pill

in the blanks with "do" or "does" and the correct form of the verb. The

first one is done for you.

1. Teacher: Does the King rule England?

Student: Yes, the King rules England.

2. Teacher: Parliament laws for England?

Student: Yes, Parliament makes laws for England?

3. Teacher: Parliament any laws for the colonies?

Student: Yes, Parliament makes a few laws for the colonies.
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Government in the Colonies

D. Language Activity (continued)

4. Teacher: the people in the towns town meetings?

Student: Yes, they have town meetings once a month.

5. Teacher: your father to the town meetings?

Student: Yes,my father goes to the town meetings.

6. Teacher: the people laws for the town in the

town meeting?

Student Yes,they make laws for the town in their meetings.

7. Teacher: we an assembly in Massachusetts?

Stucent Yes, we have an assembly. It meets in Boston.

8. Teacher: each colony an assembly?

Student: Yes, each colony has an assembly.

9. Teacher:

AD
the colonists the members of the assemblies?

Strdent: Yes, they elect the members of the assemblies in their town meetings?

10. Teache-: the governor the government in the colony?

Student: Yes, he directs the government.

11. Teacher: the governor the 1awq that the assembly makes?

Student: Yes, he approves some, but he vetoes some too.

Teacher: You did very well. I hope you remember these for your test.
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Government in the Coloolea

Key te Ictivities

History Activity #1

1. Tbe purpose of the town meetinge was to mmke the laws and taxes or the
towns and villages.

2. They made laws and taxes for a colony.

3. The people made their own laws in the town meetirgs. They also elected
members of the colooial assemblies.

4. The King appointed the governors of the colonies.

5. The assemblies paid the gpvernors.

History Activity #2

3. fact, 4. opinion, 5. fact, 6. opinion, 7. fact

History Activity #3

2. French colonies, 3. Sp.i.ilzh colonies, 4. Kmglisb colonies,

5. English colonies, 6. Frendh colonies

Language Activity

2. Does; make, 3. Does; make, 4.Do; have, 5. Does; go, 6. Do; make,
7. Do; have, 8. Does; have, 9. Do; elect, 10. Does; direct,
11. Does; approve
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The French and Indian War

A. New Words to Learn and Use

fort battle to lest treaty

result territory debt

1. fort - a place where soldiers stay

The French started to build a fort on land the English claimed.

2. battle - a big fight in a war

There was a battle when English soldiers told the French sol4iers

to leave the land.

3. to last - to continue without stopping

The war lasted seven years.

4. treatx - an agreement between two or more countries

FraLce, England,and Spain made a ,treaty that ended the war.

5. result - that which happens because of something else

One result of the war was that France lost a lot of land in

North America.

6. territory - land

Another result of the war was England got new territory, in

North America.

7. debt - money that someone borrows that he or she has to pay back

England was not happy about its many debts after the war.
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The French and Indian War

B. MiniReading

In 1755 people in Europe didn't know very much about the land in America.

For this reason some of the land was claimed by both England and France. The

map below shows the colonial claims of.each country.

11111111111111
French Claims

English Claims

French and English
Clairns

In 1755, French soldiers started to build a fort on the land claimed

by both countries. The governor of Virginia sent a young soldier named

George Washington to tell the French to leave. There was a fight between

Washington's soldiers and the French soldiers. This battle started a war.

This war was called the French and Indian War because the Indians were

helping the French fight against the English colonists. Spain also gave some

help to France in the war.

The French and Indian War lasted seven years. England won the war

and France lost almost all of its land in the new world. The war ended

in 1763 when England, Francepand Spain signed a treaty in Paris.

The results of the war were:

1. Spain got control of the lower part of the Mississippi River.

2. France was no longer important in North America,

3. England got new territory in North America.

4. England had many new debts.
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The French and Indian War

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions with complete sentences. The questions are

about the information in the mini-reading, "The French and Indian War."

1. Why is the war between France and England called the French and Indian War?

2. How did the French and Indian War begin?

3. When did it end?
411,

4. What was a good thing that happened to England because of the war?

5. What was a bad thing that happened to England because of the war?

%amp.
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The French and Indian War

C. History Activity 02

Map Skills

North America
in 1755
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Answer the following questions using the maps ab've. Circle the

correct answer.

1. What country lost the most land between 1755 and 1763?

(a) France (b) England (c) Spain

2. What country added the most land to its territory between 1755 and 1763?

(a) France (b) England (c) Spain.

3. What country owned land in the western part of North America in 1763?

(a) France (b) England (c) Spain

4. What country owned the eastern part of North America in 1763?

(a) France (b) England (c) Spain
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The French and Indian War

C. History Activity #3

Cause and Effect

A cause is something that makes something else happen. What happens
is called the effect or result.

For example:

"Because Columbus was looking for a sea route to India, he discovered

a new world."

cause - Columbus was looking for a sea route to India.

effect - He discovered a new world.

Read the following pairs of sentences and decide which is a cause and which
is an effect. The first one is done for you.

1. effect George Washington went to tell the French to leave the land that

was believed to be part of Virginia.

cause The French started to build a fort on land west of Virginia.

2, The French were friendly with the Indians.

The Indians helped the French fight the English.

3.

4.

Spain helped France fight against the English.

Spain did not like the English.

George Washington was a friend of the Governor of Virginia.

Washington was also a soldier who knew how to go to the place

where the French were building their fort.

The Governor of Virginia sent George Washington to tell the

French to leave the area claimed by Virginia.

5. France lost a lot of lane in North America

France lost the French and Indian War.

6. England got new land in North America.

England won the French and Indian War.

7. England fought a long war.

England had many debts.
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The French and Indian War

D. Language Activity

The Use of "The" with Names of Places

Use "the" with: Don't Use "the" with"

1.

2.

3.

4.

oceans: the Atlantic Ocean 1.

2.

3.

4.

one mountain: Mount Everest

one lake: Lake Superior

countries: England

cities: Boston

rivers: the Mississippi River

seas: the Red Sea

canals: the Panama Canal

5. groups of mountains:

the Appalachians

5.

6.

counties: Montgomery County

continents: Europe

6. groups of lakes:
7. states: Massachusetts

the Great Lakes

7. countries with an adjective

modifier: the United States

the Dominican Republic

8. plural names of countries:

the Philippines

In the paragraphs that follow the word "the" has been left out. Fill

in the blanks with the word "the" when it is necessary to complete the

sentences correctly. Put an "X" in the spaces where you think "the" is not

necessary.

England and France both had land in the country that was to

become United States. France also claimed land that included

Lake Superior in Great Lakes.

In those days the Europeans did not have very good maps of

America, so both England and France sometimes claimed the same land.

One region that both countries claimed was the land beyond Appalachian

Mountains.
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;lie French and Indian War

D. Language Activity (continued)

In 1755 the French started to build a fort on land that both England

and France claimed. A young soldier from Virginia W83 sent to tell

the French to leave. This started a war in America that extended across

Atlantic Ocean to Europe and lasted for seven years. When the

war enaed. England, France,and Spain signed a treaty in

Paris. Spain got control of the lower part of WAsissippi River.

France was no longer important in North America.
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The French and Indian War

Key to Activities

1. It was called the French and Indian War because the Indians were

helping the French fight.agginst the English.

2. It began wben a young soldier named George Washington told the French

to leave land that England claimed.

3. It ended in 1763.

4. A good thing that happened to Ecsland wsa it got new territory in

North America.

5. A bad thing tbat happened to England was it hal many debts after the

war.

History Activity #2

1. a, 2. b, 3. c, 4. b

ilteaMISILICIALE1
2. cause; effect, 3. effect; cause, 4. cause; effect, 5. effect; cause,

6. effect; cause, 7. cause; effect

Language Activity

X England and X France both bad land in the country that was

to become the United States. France also claimed land that included

X Lake Superior in the Great Lakes.

In those daya the Europeans did not have very good maps of X

America, so both X England and France sometimes claimed the same land.

One region that both countries claimed was the laid beyond the

Appalachian Mountains.

In 1755 the French started to build a fort on land that both

England and France claimed. A young soldier from X Virginia was sent to

tell the French to leave. This started 4ar in X America that

extended across the Atlantic Ocean to X Europe and lasted for seven years.

When the war ended, X Engliad, X Frence, and X Spain Biped a treaty

in X Paris. Spain go t. control of the lower part of the Mississippi River.

France 1415 no longer important in X North America.
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Colonies in North America

Summary Activity #1

Vocabulary Crossword Puzzle

Across Questions

A 1. It was the job of the

King to the

governor of a colony.

C 1 The leader of a cnurch

C 12 Initials of the man

who started the colony

of Maryland

D 7 To say "no" to a law

E 1 A big party or great

meal

G 1 A city with a good harbor

G 6 King James was the King

England

I 1 Another word for dirt

is s
011101. 0

J 5 A small place in a new land

where people go to live

M 1 Land

Down Questions

I G To make something safe from

danger. "The soldiers came

to the colonies."toN.
2 A A period of time when there

is no war

3 G Something that tells you

what must or must not bt

done. "The Puritans made

a against other

religions in Massachusetts."

4 K The hair and skin of an

animal

A

a

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1111111111111111111111111111EIM
111111111111111111111111111111111111.111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111161111111111
NEM 11111111111111.:::::1111111111111111

Ifiri111111111111
MUM

111 II NM
111:.:i::ii 11111 ia

7 G A place where soldiers stay

8 B To choose someone for a job

by vot'.ng

9 H A large area in a new land

where people go to build

settlements

10 B Things that people buy or sell

12 C A group of people who make

rules

14 E Making things in factories
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Colonies in North America

Summary Activity 02

Matching

Match the people with the statements that they might have said.

valoo

Person

Columbus

Captain John Smith

James

Roger Williams

William Penn

George Calvert

Governor Hutchinson

George Washington

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Statement

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

"The Catholics need a place where

they can practice their religion."

"I want to thank you for giving

my name to your settlement."

"Stop building your fort on Virginia's

land."

"This place must be near India."

"- was appointed by the King of

England to govern Massachusetts.

"If this colony is to survive, you

cnlonists must plant crops."

"I want a place for the Quakers

to live and practice their reli3ion."

"I want the church leaders to be

different people from the gcvernment

leaders in my colony."
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Colonies in North America

Summary Activity #3

Write the names of the thirteen colonies ln the map below.
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Colonies in North America

Summary Activity f4

Classification

To classify is to put in groups according to class. An example of

classification is:

Animals Humans Plants

dog girl flower

cat boy bush

horse woman tree

You can see that the words in each group belong to the same class.

Classify the following group of words into four groups. Two of the

groups have titles. You should write the titles for the other two groups.

Maryland

Nqw Jersey

better life

Pennsylvania

English Colonies
in North America

Captain John Smith

South Carolina

freedom of religion

George Calvert

.Reli ious Grau

Puritans

Pilgrims

Virginia

Catholics

12S

William Penn

Georgia

adventure

Quakers
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The Colonies in North America

Key to SumEary Activities

Summary Activity t1
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Summary Activity #2

1. Do 2. Fo 3. Bo 4. H, 5. G, 6. A, 7. E, B. C

Summary Aqivity #3

(For the Answers, see thq cover of the packet titled "Other English Colonies

Begin in North America.")

Summary Activity tie

English Colonies
in North America

Maryland

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

Georgia

Virginia

Religious Groups

Puritans

Pilgrims

Catholics

Quakers

Reasons for
ISportant Leaders Using

George Calvert

William Penn
Capt. John Smith
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

A. New Words to Learn and Use

Act Navigation Acts to trade illegally

to solve a problem legal document birth certificate

marriage license to be included price

1. Act - a law

2. Ii2yita_tias_62.1.2.- laws that controlled shipping in rhe colonies

The Navigation Acts were part of the new laws made by Parliament.

3. to trade- to buy and sell

The Navigation Acts said that the colonists could trade only with

England.

4. Melon), - in a way that is against the law

The American businessmen started to trade

5. to solve a problem - find the answer to a problem

England wanted to solve the probleml that the Americans had caused

when they didn't obey the law.

6. 121,21j22.ct..uns_ - an important paper made by a court

The colonists had to buy a stamp for leiel documents.

7. birth certificate - a paper from a court that tells when a person was born.

8. marriage license - a paper from a court that gives two people permission

tO get married

A birth certificate and a marriage license were important papers

for the colonists.

9. price - the money a person pays for something he or she buys.

10. to be included - to be a part of something

The stamp tax was not included in the price of things the colonists

bought.
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

B. MiniReading

+NW

When the French and Indian War ended in 1763, England had a very large

debt. The King and Parliament thought that the thirteen American colonies

should help pay this debt because England fought the war for them. For this

reason, Parliament started to pass new laws and taxes for the American colonists.

Additions to the Navigation Acts were port of the new laws and taxes

on the colonies. The Nav4ation Acts said that the Americans could trade

only with England, not with any other countries. The Americans didn't like

this law. Americans had traded with other countries for a long time. Why

should they stop now? Many American busineemen didn't obey the Navigation

Acts. They traded illegally with other countries and many did not pay the

taxes that they were supposed to pay.

The English government was angry that the Americans were not obeying

the laws of Parliament. For this reason they sent soldiers to collect the

taxes and stop the illegal trade. But there were not many forts in the

towns where the soldiers were supposed to work. England stllved this problem

by making another law called the Quartering Act. This law said that the

people in the towns had to give the soldiers food and a place to stay..

Another English tax law to get money Was the Stamp Act. This law said

that if a colonist bought a newspaper or a book or needed a legal document

such as a birth certificate or a marriage license,he had to buy a special

stamp. This meant that if a colonist bought a newspaper, he also had to buy

a stamp for the newspaper. The stamp showed that he paid his tax to England.

Before the Stamp Act, any tax a Folonist paid was included in the price of

the thing he bought.

r"j401LO
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

C. Mistory Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

1. What problem did England have after the French and Indian War?

2. Why did the King and Parliament think that the American colonies should

help pay the war debt?

3. What did the Navigation Acts say?

4. Why didn't the Americans like the Navigation Acts.?

5. What did the American businesLmen do that showed they didn't like the

Navigation Acts?

6. What did the English government do to make the Americans obey the laws

of Parliament?

7. What did the Quartering Acts say?

8. Why did Parliament make the Quartering Acts?

9. What did the Stamp Act say?

13 4
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

C. History Activity 92

Fact or Inference

A fact in a reading is something that the words in a reading tell us.

For example, the first sentence in the mini-readirg tells us, "When the

French and Indian War ended, England had a very large debt." That sentence

tells us two facts. One fact is that the Preach and Indian War ended in

1763. Another fact is chat England had a large debt in 1763.

An inference from a reading ix something that the words in a reading

do not say, but something that , person might thirCA to be true because of the

facts in the reading and othcr thinp that 'le or she knows. For example,

from the same sentence, "When the French and Indian War ended in 1763,

England had a large deht," we can make an inference. We might say that the

sentence tells us that the ,ar was very expensive and England probably didn't

have er 11 money to pay for all of it. The words don't tell w that, but

we can say that because of other things we know.

Or the next page there is an exercise that gives you practice with

facts and inferences.
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England Hakes New Laws for the Colonies

0 C. History Activity #2 (continued)

The following sentences are about the information in "England Makes

New Laws for the Colonies." Read each sentence and decide if it is a fact

or inference. Write "fact" or "inference" on the line in front of each

sentence. The first two are done for you.

1. Inference Before the French and Indian War, the English government

didn't want to make many laws for the colonies.

2. Fact The French and Indian War ended it 1763.

3. The businessmen in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia

probably hated the Navigation Acts very much..

4. The American businessmen did nOt obey the Navigation Acts.

5. The soldiers who were sent to make the people obey the

laws probably stayed in large cities in the colonies.

6. The Quartering Acts said that the people in the tawn had

to give the soldiers food and a place to stay.

7. Some of the towns probably built large houses for the

soldiers to stay in.

8. More soldiers went to New England and the Middle Colonies

than to the Southern Colonies.

9. The Stamp Act made the colonists pay a new kind of tax.
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

D. Language Activity

"Might" - "Should" - "Could"

"Could" indicates ability in the past tense.

For Examp..e:

Parliament could pass laws.

"Should'indicate3 2121intism.

For Example:
The King thought that the colonies should pay the taxes.

"Night" indicates possibility.

For Example:
If the colonies don't pay the taxes, the King might, get angry.

Combine the two groups of words and make a senvince with "could" or "could

not." The first one is done for you.

1.(the King and Parliament.'

(pass laws to collect taxes irom the colonies)

The King and Parliament :ould pass laws to collect taxes from the colonies.

2.(after the Navigation Acts, the colonies)

(trade with other countries)

owwwi.M.....,........1111

3.(the English soldiers)

(stop the illegal trade)
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Combine the two groups of words into one sentence using "should"

or "should not." Follow this same pattern as sentences I, 2, and 3.

4.(the American busiLAco:en thought that. they)

(obey the Navigation Acts)

5.(England thought that the colonies)

(pay England's war debt)

1.11111m,......d1.111

Combine the two groups of words into one sentence uzing "might" or "might not"

Follow the example of the previous sentences.

6.(the King said that he)

(send more sold:Ars)

7.(the colonists said that they)

(trade illegally)

'.1
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England Makes New Laws for the Colonies

Key to Activities

1. It had a very large debt.

2. England had the debt because it fought the French and Indian War for the

colonies,

3. They said that Americans could trade only with England.

4. They didn't like it because they had traded with other countries for

a long time.

5. They traded illegally with other countries and didn't pay the taxes

that they were supposed to pay.

6. The government sent soldiers to collect the taxes and stop the

illegal trade.

7. They said that the people in the towns bad to give the soldiers food

and a place to stay.

8. It made this law because there were not many forts in the towns where

the soldie-,s were supposed to work.

9. It said that if a colonist bought a newspaper or a book or needed a legal

doucment, he had to buy a special stamp.

History Activity .2

3. Inference, 4, Fact, 5. Inference', 6. Fact. 7. DIference,

8. Inference, 9. Fact

1.1.120,85.11211:1aSE

2. After the Navigation Acts, the colonies could not trade with other

countries.

3. The English soldiers could not atop the illegal trade.

4. The American businessmen thought that they should not obey the

Navigation Acts.

5. England thought that the colonies should pay ftgland's war debt.

6. The King said that he might send more soldiers.

7. The colonists said that they might trade illegally.

1%5F 139
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TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Taxation Without Representation

10 . New Words to Learn and Use

boycott representative congress to protest

taxation committee correspondence concerning

1. boycott - stop buying something

The colonists boycotted things from England because they didn't

like the stamp tax.

2. representative - one person who speaks for many people at a meeting

Representatives from each colony went to a meeting in New York

called the Stamp Act Congress.

3. congress - a big meeting

4. to protest - to speak against something

The Stamp Act Congress protested the Stamp Act.

taxation - making tax laws4
The colonists were unhappy about the taxation of Parliament on the colonies

6. committee - a small group of people who have a special job to do for a larger

group of people

7. correspondence - writing letters

8. concerning - about

The Committees of Correspondence wrote letters to other colonies

concernim the problems with England.
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Taxation Without Representation

B. Mini-Reading

The colonists were not happy about the Stamp.Act that Parliament passed.

Usually a tax was hidden in the pri6e of something a colonist bought. But

the stamp tax was a direct tax and was not hidden. The colonists could see

the tax and they didn't like it.

The colonists did two things to fight against the Stamp Act. One was

they started a group called the "Sons of Liberty." This group tried to get

people to boycott English goods. They wanted people to stop buying things

from England.

The colonists also sent representatives from the colonies to New York

City to a special meeting called the Stamp Act Congress. The representatives

in this meeting protested to England about the Stamp Att. They said that

it was "taxation without representation." By that they meant that the

colonies had no representatives in Parliament who could vote for or against

tax laws that Parliament made.

England was not happy about the boycott of English goods and the protests

from the colonial representatives. The government decided to stop the Stamp

Act in 1767. But they imposed other taxes on glass, paint, lead, paper and

tea.

The colonists, however, didn't like these taxes either. It was still

taxation without represerktation. A man named Sam Adams, a leader of the

Sons of Liberty in Massachusetts, started another boycott of English goods.

Also, the Sons of Liberty started a new group called the Committees of

Correspondence. There was a Committee in each colony. The Committees

wrote letters to each ocher about things that were happening in their

colonies concerning the problems with England.

142
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Taxation Without Representation

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions about the mini-reading "Taxation Without

Representation." Use Complete Sentences.

I. How did the colonists feel about the Stamp Act?

2. What were two things the colonists did to fight against the Stamp Act?

3. What did the Sons of Libcrty try to get the people to do?

4. What did the Stamp Act Congress mean when it said that the Stamp Act was
taxation without representation?

5. Why did England stop the Stamp Act?

b. Why were the colonists uht.appy about the new taxes that Parliament made?

7. Who wa Sam Adams?

8. What did the Committees of Correspondence do?
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Taxation Without Representation

C. History Activity #2

Action - Reaction

Action and reaction are similar to cause and effect. Action means

that one person or a group does something or something happens. Reaction

means that someone does something because of the first action.

For Example:

Action Reaction

England spent a lot of money Because of this, England imposed

to protect the colonies during -4 taxes on the colonies to help pay

the French and Indian War. for the French and Indian War.

The colonists did not pay the Because of this, England sent

taxes that England imposed. soldiers to make the people pay

the taxes.

On the next page there is an exercise asking you to match actions

with reactions.
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Taxation Without Representation

C. History Activity #2 (continued)

Below are lists of actions and reactions from the reading "Taxation

Without Representation." Match the actions with the correct reactions in

the numbered sentences. Some of the reactions may be used sore than once.

The first one is done for you.

1.

Actions

a.

b.

c.

Reactions

The French and Indian War gave

England a large debt. One

reaction of Parliament was e .

It stopped the Stamp Act.

They boycotted English goods.

They started the Committees

2. Parliament passed the Stamp Act. of Correspondence.

Two reactions of the colonists

were and

d. They sent representatives

to the Stamp Act Congress,MMOINI=MII.MNO

3. The colonists protested the e. It passed the Stamp Att.

Stamp Act by boycotting English

goods. The reaction of

f. It imposed new taxes on paipt,

lead, glass, and paper.

Parliament was

4 After England stopped the Stamp

Act, it still needed money to

pay its debts. The reaction of

Parliament was

5. Parliament made new taxes on

paint, lead, glass, and paper.

Two reactions of the colonists

were and
=m0ffinymno
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Taxation Without Representation.

C. History Activity #3

Reading Line Graphs

Earlier you learned about pie and bar graphs. Another kind of graph

we use is a line graph. The information is put on the graph as a series of

dots that are connected by a line. Look at graph "A" below for an example.

It shows that at age one, John weighed 20 pounds. At age two, he weighed

30 pounds and grew to weigh 40 pounds at age 3.

Graph A Graph B

4 NMMili
PillOka=MOM

1111111111111
Age

Sometimes we give informatlon about more ehan one thing on the same

graph. We still use straight lines but we use different kinds of lines for

each source of information. Look at Graph B for an exaple of this. Graph

B compares John's weight and Joe's weight. At age one, Joe weighed ten pounds.

At age two, he weighed twenty pounds.

146
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Taxation Without Representation

C. History Activity 03 (continued)
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Answer the questions using the graph above. Underline your answer.

1. What was the largest amount of money collected by the Navigation Acts?
(a) $110,000 (b) $400,000 (c) $540,000 (d) $340,C00

2. In which year did the taxes on glass, paper, and tea collect about 4460,000?
(a) 1769 (b) 1771 (c) 1773 (d) 1767

3. Why is the symbol for the Stamp Act very short?

(a) It was a small tax. (b) It lasted fOr only a year.

(c) It was not very important.

4. Which tax law gave England the most money in 1773?

(a) the Navigation Acts (b) the Stamp Act (c) the taxes on glass,
paper, and tea.
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Taxation Without Representation

D. Language Activity

Adverb Clauses ',rich "Because"

The word "because" is used in telling the reason why something

happened or the reason why somebody did something.

For example:

England sent soldiers to the colonies becau4.e the

people didn't pay the taxes.

The sentences below are incomplete. Complete each sentence by telling

the reason why the first part of each sentence happened. The first one is

done for you. The sentences are about the information in the mini-reading

"Taxation Without Representation."

1. England passed the Stamp Act because it needed money to _pity its debt

after the French and Indian War.

2. England had a large debt because

3. The Sons of Liberty wanted people co stop buying English goods because

4. The colonists protested the Stamp Act because

.P./1.ft.=

5. The English government decided to stop the Stamp Act because

6. The English government imposed other taxes on glass, lead, paper, and

tea because

162
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Taxation Without Representation

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. The colonists,were not happy about the Stamp Act.

2. They started a group called the Sons of Liberty and they sent representatives

from the colonies to a special meeting called the Stamp Act Congress.

3. They wanted the people to boycott English goods.

4. The Congress meant that the colonies had no representatives in

Parliament who could vote for or against tax laws that Parliament made.

5. England stopped the Stamp Act because of the boycott of English goods and

the protests of the colonial representatives.

6. The, new taxes were still taxation with represantation.

7. Sam Adams was a leader of the Sons of Liberty in Massachusetts.

8. The Committees of Correspondence in each colony wrote letters to

other colonies about things that :ere happening concernimg the problems

with England.

History Activity #2

2. b; d, 3. a, 4. f, 5. b; c

History Activity #3

1. b, 2. b, 3. b, 4. c

Language Activity

(Answers may vary slightly.)

2. England had a large debt because it spent a lot of money in the French

and Indian War.

3. The Sons of Liberty wanted people to stop buying English goods because

they wanted,loland to Itop the taxes.

4. The colonists protested the Stamp Act because it was taxation without

representation.

5. The English government decided to stop the Stamp Act because the colonists

boycotted EngUsh goods.

6. The English government imposed other taxes on glass, lead, paper, and

tea because it needed money to pay its debt.
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The Boston Massacre

A. New Words to Learn and Use

part time job

suddenly

to surround

massacre

snowball

1. part_time job - a job in which a person works less than forty hours

a week.

Some soldiers had 211rt time 'obs in the evenings.

2. to surrouno - to go around

Some angry people surrounded a soldier who was standing in a

street in Boston.

3. snowball - a ball made of snow

The people threw snowballs at the soldier.

4. suddenly -Quickly; without warning

Suddenly, the soldiers started to shoot their guns.

S. massacre - killing many people for no reason

Some people called the killing of five people a massacre.
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The Boston Massacre

B. Mini-Reading

England sent soldiers to the aolonies to make the people obey the

.aws of Parliament. The people of Boston hated the soldiers who were sent

to their city, The colonists had to give the soldiers food and a place to

stay. Some of the soldiers took part time jobs that the colonists needed.

On March 5, 17'0, an angry group of people surrounded some soldiers and

started to thrw snowball_ and rocks at them. Suddenly the soldiers started

shooting and five of the colonists were killed.

The following is a conversation that might have happened between a

youvg boy and his father after the shooting in Boston.

Boy: Dad, did you hear about what happened today?

Father: Yes. The English soldiers killed five colonists.

Boy: Did you know any of the people who were killed?

Father: One of them was Crispus Attucks, a black member of the

Sons of Liberty.

Boy: Why did the soldiers do it?

Father: I heard that the people were throwing snowballs and rocks

at them.

Boy: But the people didn't have guns!

Father: Maybe the soldiers were afraid, or maybe the whole thing was

an accident. Isn't it a terrible thing to happen to vs?

Boy: Yes. I heard that Sam Adams called it a massacre. But it wasn't

really a massacre. Why would he say it was?

Father: I think he wants to make the colonists angry. None of us

like the soldiers or the taxes from England. We have always

ruled ourselves And we want to continue ruling ourselves.
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The Boston Massacre

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the following questions about the conversation between the

father and the son in the mini-reading for "The Boston Massacre."

Write your answers in complete sentences.

1. How many colonists died in the Boston Massacre?

2. Was the Boston Massacre really a massacre?

3. Why did Sam Adams call it a massacre?

4. What were two reasons that the people of Boston hated the English

soldiers?
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The Boston Massacre

C. History Activity #2

Point of View - Patriot or Loyalist

A patriot was a person who was not happy about the new English laws

and didn't like the soldiers that the English government sent to the colonies.

A loyalist, was a person who supported the King and Parliament. He was not

against the laws or the English soldiers.

Sam Adams was a patriot. His opinion about the death of the five colonists

in Boston was different from the opinion of a loyalist. Another way to say

opinion is "point of view." From his point of view, or in his opinion,

it was a massacre. But from the point of view of a loyalist it wasn't

a massacre.

On the next page there is an exercise that gives you practice with

point of view.
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The Boston Massacre

C. History Activity 02 (continued)

The following statements are all about the Bosron Massacre. Some show

the point of view of a patriot and some shot, the point of view of a loyalist.

Read each statement and decide w.wse point of view it is. Write "patriot"

or "loyalist" in front of each statement. The first two are done for you.

1. loyalist "We need to pay these taxes to help England pay

its debts."

2. patriot "England did not make tax laws for us before.

It can't do it now."

3. "We need the soldiers to make the people obey the laws."

4.

5.

"The soldiers shouldn't be here and I'm not going

to give them any food."

"Those soldiers are taking jobs from us."

6. "Those people were going to kill the soldiers,who

have come to protect us."

7. "The people were only throwing snowballs, but the

soldiers started to shoot at them with their guns."

"I hope they send all of those soldiers to jail."

9. "I hope they send more soldiers and put the Sons of

Liberty in jail."
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The Boston Massacre

D. Language Activity

Point of View

In the dialogue, about the Boston Massacre the father is trying to

explain to his son what happened. The man and his son are Americans, and

they believe that the English soldiers should not be in the colonies.

That is their opinion or point of view.

However, there were other people in Boston with a different point

of view about the trouble in Boston. They believed that the soldiers were

right for doing what they did.

Think of yourself as a soldier who was in the middle of the shooting

in Boston when the five people were killed. Another soldier: who is a

friend of yours, is asking you questions about what you saw and what you

did. On the lines below complete the dialogue between the two soldiers.

Try to show a point of view that was different from Sam Adams and the

Sons of Liberty.

First soldier (in

the Boston Massacre: We had a terrible day today.

Secohd soldier
(friend of first
soldier):

First soldier:

Second soldier:

First soldier:

Second soldier:

First soldier:

Second Soldier:

First soldier:

Second Soldier:

First soldier*:

What happened?

Why were, the people doing that?

Did yotu tell them to stop?

What happened next?

What do you think will happen now?

I don't know. But I hope
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The Boston Massacre

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. Five colonists died in the Boston Massacre.

2. No, it wasn't really a masscre.

3. He wanted to make the colonists angry.

4. The colonists had to give the soldiers food and a place to stay. Some of

the soldiers took part time jobs that the colonists needed. (The soldiers

were in the colonies to make the people pay the taxel and obey the laws.)

History Activity #2

3. loyalist, 4. patriot, 5. patriot, 6. loyalist. 7. patriot,

8. patriot, 9. loyalist

Language Activity

(Answers may vary.)
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The Boston Tea Party

A. New Words to Learn and Use

to have the power cargo to punish to pass laws

intolerable supplies continental

1. to have the power - to be able to

Parliament believed that they had the power to impose taxes on

the colonies.

2. cargo - something that a ship carries

The ship in Boston harbor had a cargo of tea.

3. to punish - to do a bad thing tO someone because he or she does

something bad

The King and Parliament punished Boston after the Boston Tea Party.

4. to pass laws - to make laws

Parliament passed some new laws to punish Boston.

5. intolerable - very terrible

The colohists called the new laws of Parliament the

"Intolerable Acts."

6. supplies - things that people need to do a job

The other colonies sent supplies like flour and cloth to

help Boston after the King passed the laws to punish Bov7on.

7. continental - for the whole continent

The First Continental Congress was not really a meeting for

the whole continent of North America. It was only for the

thirteen English colonies.
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The Boston Tea Party

B. Mini-Reading

The second boycott of English goods which was started by the Sons of

Liberty worked well. The English stopped the taxes on glass, paint, lead,

and paper. But Parliament kept one tax - a tea tax - to show that it still

had the power to tax the colonies.

The American colonists thought that the tea tax was wrong. One night

in December, 1773, members of the Sons of Liberty who were dressed like

Indians went on a ship in the Boston harbor. The ship had a cargo of English

tea. The Sons of Liberty took the tea and threw it into the harbor. The

Americans called this the "Boston Tea Party."

The King and Parliament were very angry about this. They passed new

laws to punish Boston for the Boston Tea Party. The colonists called these

laws the "Intolerable Acts." The Intolerable Acts did four things to the

colony of Massachusetts.

1. They closed the port of Boston to all trade.

2. They stopped all town meetings.

3. They sent more English soldiers and told them to stay in the

colonists' homes.

4. They told the government of Massachusetts to pay for the tea.

These acts made life in Boston very difficult. Wi h the port closed,

businesses lost a lot of money and people could not get the things they needed.

But the other colonies helped the people of Boston with food and other

supplies. They knew that this might happen to them also.

The Committees of Correspondence also got busy again. They asked

representatives from all the colonies to come to a meeting in Philadelphia

in 1774. They called this meeting the First Continental Congress. The

1 24
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The Boston Tea Party

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

Congress asked all colonists to boycott English goods. It also sent a letter

to King George III of England and asked him to stop the Intolerable Acts.

If thfse actions didn't help Boston, the members of the Congress planned

to meet again in May of the following year.
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The Boston Tea Party

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

Answer the questions below about the mini-reading, the "Boston Tea Party."

Use complete sentences.

1. What was the reaction of the English government to the second boycott

of English goods?

2. Why did they keep the tax on tea?

3. How did some of the Sons of Liberty show that they didn't like the tea tax?

4. What did the colonists call the laws made by the English government after

the Boston Tea Party?

5. What did the Intolerable Acts do to Massachusetts?

6. What was the reaction of the other colonies to the Intolerable Acts?

7. What was the reaction of the Committees of Correspondence?

8. How did the First Continental Congrcss fight against the Intolerable Acts?
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The Boston Tea Party

C. History Activity #2

The paragraph below is about information ir the mini-reading, "The Boston

Tea Party." Some of the words in the paragraph are missing. Fill in the

blanks in each sentence with a word that best completes each sentence.

The people of Boston were not happy about the tax on

that England kept on the colonies. One night in December, 1773, some of the

the

threw some English off a ship and into

. The King and Parliament were very

about this. They the port of Boston. They stopped all town

in Massachusetts. They sent more

to Massachusetts. They told Massachusetts to for the tea.

But the people in the other helped Boton. Later the

Committees of Correspondence asked the colonies to send representativls to

a meeting in Philadelphia called the

The Congress asked everyone to English goods. It also

sent a letter to and asked him to stop the
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The Boston Tea Party

C. History Activity #3

Interpreting a Cartoon

Often books or newspapers have cartoons to show an,opinion or point of

view about a topic. Below is a cartoon that was drawn at the time of the

American Revolution.

-/MENIMINENIMIN

J I N7 or D I E.
NE=r111

The parts of the snake represent the different colonies. Just as the snake

cannot live if it is cut up inLo parts, so the colonies will not win against

England if they do not join together and help each other.

On the next page is another cartoon about some of tile things that were

happening before the Revolution.
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The Boston Tea Party

C. History Activity #16 (continued)

Look at the cartoon and underline the best answer for each of the questions

below.

VtleCO 14.

Tim t1r vt.
Cato ies

-

1. According to the cartoon, how is the King crying to hurt the colonies?

(a) with boycotts (b) with taxes (c) with the Sons of Liberty

2. Who is getting hurt more?

(a) the King (b) the colonists (c) the Sons of Liberty

3. What do the nails in the foot represent?

(a) the King's anger (b)the ways the colonists fought against the taxes

(c) the colonial assemblies

4. This cartoon would probably make angry.

(a) the King (b) the colonists (c) the Committees of Correspondence

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Boston Tea Party

D. Language Activity

Writing a Letter

In the mini-readir.g, "The Boston Tea Party," you learned about the

Intolerable Acts passed by the English Parliament and what these Acts did

to the colony of Massachusetts.

Think of yourself as a colonist in Boston who is very angry about these

laws. Write a letter to King George L,I of England and protest these laws.

In the letter tell the King why you think these laws are bad and what you

think will happen if he does not stop them right away.

3 South Street
Boston, Massachusetts
June 13, 1774

His Excellency King George III
King of England
Buckingham Palace
London, England

Dear Excellency King George,

...

m,

0=.MNIMMNIIIIINUMMIM=MMMIMIilEMMIMMIM10.

mIMPMINIMMIMIRINM,

.14,11MI.

1GE;

190

Your faithful servant,
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The Boston Tea Party

Key to Activities

1. The English stopped the taxes on glass, paint, lead, and paper but

kept the tax on tea.

2. Parliament kept the tax on tea to show that it still had the power

to tax the colonies.

3. They took a cargo of English tea and threw it into Boston Harbor.

4. They called them the Intolerable Acts.

5. They closed the port of Boston, stopped all town meetings, sent more

soldiers, and told the government of Mas'achusetts to pay for the tea.

6. The other colonies helped the people of Boston.

7. They asked representatives from all the colonies to come to a meeting

in Philadelphia in 1774.

8. It asked all colonists to boycott English goods. It also sent a letter

to the King and asked him to stop the Intolerable Acta.

History Activity #2

The people of Boston were not happy about the tax on tea that Eng/and -

kept on the colonies. Oise night in December, 1773, some of the Sons of Liberty

threw some English tea off a ship and into the harbor. The King and

Parliament were very angry about this. They closed the port of Boston.

They stopped all town meetings.in Massachusetts. They sent more soldiers

to Massachusetts. The told Massuchetts to 2.IE for the tea. But the

people in the other coloni.'s helped Boston. Later6the Committees of

Correspondence asked the colonies to send representatives to a meeting

in Philadelphia called the First Continental Congre-s. The Congress

asked everyone to boycott English goods. It also sert a letter to

King George III and asked him to stop the Intolerable Acts.

History Activity #3

1. b, 2. a, 3. bp 4. a

Language Activity

(Answers will vary.)

4.67
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The Shot Heard Around the World

A. New Words to Learn and Use

ammunition

revolution

sPy Minutemen to fire a shot

democratic to inspire

1. ammunition - bullets and powder that are used when shooting a gun

The colonists did not want the British to know about the ammunition

they had in Concord.

2. az - a person who tries to get information that he is not supposed

to have.

The Sons of Liberty told some spies to find cut what the English

planned to do.

3. Minutemen - the name for some of the colonial soldiers

The Minutemen were ready to fight the English quickly.

4. to fire a shot - to shoot a gun

We do not know who fired the shot th began the Revolution.

5. revolution - a fight to change the government of a country

The fighting at Lexington was the beginning of the American

Revolution.

6. democratic - controlled by the people

The American Revolution was the first democratic revolution in

the world. It was started by the people and :ac fuught for

the people.

7. to inspire - to give ideas to; to give courage to

The American Revolution inspired people in other countries

who also wanted governments that were democratic.
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The Shot Heard Around the World

B. MiniReading

After Parliament passed the Intolerable Acts, the leader of the English

soldiers in Boston, General Gage, told his men to find any guns or ammunition

that the colonists might have. In April, 1775, he heard that the colonial

soldiers had guns and ammunition hidden at Concord, Massachusetts. This town

was only.twentyone miles from Boston. On the road from Boston to Concord

was a little town called Lexington. Look at the map below to find these places.

Spies who worked for the Sons of Liberty learned that tie English soldiers

were going to Concord to get the guns and ammunition. Three men, Paul Revere,

William Dawes and Dr. Sam Prescott, rode from Boston to tell the colonists

that the English soldiers were coming. The colonial soldiers, who called

themselves Minutemen, were ready to fight quickly. This was why they were

called Minutemen.
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The Shot Heard Around the World

B. Mini-Reading (continued)

The Minutemen met the English soldiers at a perk in Lexington on the

morning of April 19, 1775. Someone fired a shot that started the fighting

between the Americans and the English. We do not know who fired the first

shot, but when the fighting was over, eight Americans were dead. This was the

beginning of the American Revolution.

The American Revolution was the first democratic revolution in the world.

It inspired people in other countries who also wanted democratic governments

That is why the first shot fired at Lexington is called "the shot heard around

the world."
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The Shot Heard Around the World

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

The questions below are about the information in the mini-reading, "The

Shot Heard Around the World." Answer them with complete sentences.

1. Why were the English soldiers going to Concord in April, 1775?

2. When and where did the American Revolution begin?

3. Which group of soldiers started the American Revolution, the American

soldiers or the English Soldiers?

4. Why do.we call tHe first shot of the Revolution "The Shot Heard Around

the World"?
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The Shot Heard Around the World

JII,

C. History Activity #2

Correcting a Paragraph

Vbag.

Nom

rom,

The paragraph below is about the information in "The Shot Heard

Around the World." The underlined words in the paragraph are wrong. Cross

out the wrong words and write the correct words above them. The first one

is done for you.

The Beginning of the American Revolution

Ritfig/Next-
After 14efasp4chu#4ttleAsidemyly passed the ,ImposPible Acts, General

Revere, the leader of the English soldiers in New York
*
told his men to go

to Concord, Mitalard to find guns and ammunition that the Indians might have.

The soldiers stopped in St. Ausustine, a little town on the road to Concord.

There they mei: the colonial soldiers who called themselves Marines. On the

morning of April 19, 1975, fighting began between the Americans and English.

When the fighting was over, eight Frenchmen were dead. This was the

beginning of the Spanish American War.
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The Shot Heard Around the World

C. History Activity #3

Map Reading

The fighting in Lexington was not the only fighting on April 19, 1775.

There was also fighting at Concord and attacks on the English when they were

returning to Boston. The map below shows the location of some of the fighting.

Look at the -nap and underline the best answer for each of the questions below.

Battle of Lexington and Concord, 1775

Lexington
Concord

X.X X' X X X

Arlingtb

(.---3-i-bridge*English Advance
"---English Retreat
xxx America Attacks

?----?kliornoters
8 1 4

&mu..

app

-1

mige

I. Did the English have to crosi a river before they started to march

to Concord from the city of Boston?

(a) yes (b) no

2. Where was the fighting when the English got to Concord?

(a) in the town of Concord (b) at the bridge north of Concord

(c) at the bridge south of Concord

3. When the English soldiers were returning to Boston, the Americans

continued to attack them. Where were these attacks?

(a) between Concord and Lexington only (b) between Concord and

Boston (c) between Arlington and Boston only
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The Shot Heard Around the World

D. Language Activity

Adjective Clauses

An'adjective clause is a group of words with a subject and a verb that

MOPft

is used as an adjective. Adjective clauses usually begin with a relative

pronoun sucn as "who," "that," "where," and "which." The following examples

'ft+

show how two sentences can be combined as one using an adjective clause.

Two Sentences One Sentence with Adjective Clause

The colonists were unhappy. The colonists who were unhappy

They decided to boycott English
decided to boycott English goods.

goods.

July 4 was the day. July 4 was the day that America

>America declared its independence.
declared its independence.

,4
That was the place. That was the place where the

The colonists kept their guns
colonists kept their guns.

there.

The English got the guns. The English got the guns which> the Americans had.
The Americans had the guns.

F.%

Remember that an adjective clause goes after the noun it's describing.

On the next page is an excercise giving you practice with writing sentences

with adjective clauses.
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The Shot Heard Around the World

D. Language Activity (continued)

Combine the two sentences in each group into one sentence with an

adjective clause. Use the relative pronoun in parentheses at the end of

each sentence. The first one is done for you.

1. The English passed taxes.

The colonists did not like the taxes. (chat)

The Eng/ish_passed tax laws that the colonists did not like.

2. Some Americans threw tea into the harbor.

The tea was on an EngliA ship. (which)

3. Soldiers closed the port.

Soldiers were sent to Boston. (who)

4. English soldiers went to Concord.

The colonists had guns and ammunition there. (where)

....mm.=11.1

5. Spies worked for the Sons of Liberty.

olOc?

Spies learned that the English soldiers were going to Concord. (who)
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The Shot Heard Around the World

D. Language Activity (continued)

6. The Minutemen were American soldiers.

The Minutemen fought the English soldiers at Lexington.

monNim=1=..P161..liall==m1=1........1.11

7. Three men told the colonists that the English were coming.

Three men were in the Sons of Liberty. (who)

4411111.

8. The American Revolution inspired people in many countries.

The American Revolution was the first democratic revolution in the

world. (which)

Amwmil
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The Shot Heard Around the World

Key to Activities

Language Activity #1

1. They wanted to find any guns or ammunition that the colonists

had there

2. It began on April 19, 1775 in Lexington, Massachusetts.

3. No one knows who fired the first shot that started the Revolution.

4. It inspired people in other countries who also wanted democratic

revolutions.

History Activity #2

"Impossible" should be "Intolerable"; "Revere" should be "Gage";

"New York" should be "Boston"; "Maryland" should be "Massachusetts";

"Indians" should be "colonists"; "St. Augustine" should be "Lexington";

"Marines" should be 9Minutemen"; "1975" should be "1775";

"Frenchmen" should be "Americans"; "Spanish American War" should be

"American Revolution"

History Activity #3

1. a, 2. b, 3. b

Language Activity

2. Some Americans threw tea which was on an English ship into the harbor.

3. Soldiers who were sent to Boston closed the port.

4. English soldiers went to.ConcorG, where the colonists had guns and ammunition,.

5. Spies who worked for the Sons of Liberty learned that the English soldiers

were going to Concord. (Spies who learned that the English soldiers were

going td Concord worked for the Sons of Liberty.)

6. The Minutemen who foughtallylish soldiersei were American

soldiers.

7. Three men who were in the Sons of Libertz told the colonists that the

English were coming.

8. The American Revolution, which was the first democratic revolution

in the world, inspired people in many countries.
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America Declares Its Indeperdence

A. New Words to Learn and Use

commander ambassadors loyalist independence

independent to declare declaration

1. commander - the person who leads an army

George Washington became the commander of the American army.

2. ambassadors - people who go to one country to represAnt another country

Ambassadors from America went to talk to the leaders of England

and Spain.

3. loyalist,- a colonist who did not want the colonies to separate from

England.

4. independence - freedom

The loyalists did not want independence for America.

5. independent - free (the adjective form of "independence")

Some people wanted America to be independent.

6. to declare - to say something

Ben Franklin wanted the colonies to declare independence.

7. declaration - saying something (noun form of "declare")

The colonial leauers signed the Declaration of Independence

July 4, 1776.
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America Declares It6 Independence

B. Mini-Reading

In May, 1775, the colonial leaders met in Philadelphia for the Second

Continental Congress. This Congress became the government of the American

colonies. The members of the Congress made George Washington the commander

of the army. They also sent ambassadors to other countries to ask for help

in fighting England.

The members of the Congress also talked among themselves about

independence from England. Some wanted independence. Others were afraid

of independence. The following is a conversation that might have happenet!

between Ben Franklin of Pennsylvania, who wanted independence, and a

loyalist at the Congress who was against independence.

Loyalist: Why are we fighting this war with England? Do we want

the English soldiers to leave? Do we want Parliament to

stop these taxes? What do we want?

Franklin: In my opinion, we want to be free from England. We must

become independent.

Loyalist: We cannot be independent. We are EngEshmen and will

always be Englishmen.

Franklin: But England does not rule us well We cannot be part

of a country that r;Kcs away our self-gernment.

Loyalist: But we will never win a war against England.

Franklin: Why not?

Loyalist: If we declare independence, England will fight until

they win. Our army is too weak to fight the English

for a long time.

Franklin: But we might get help from France and other countries

in Europe.
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America Dclares Its Independence

0 B. Mini-Reading (continued)

Loyalist:

Franklin:

We are not sure of that.

The war has lasted a year and many of our people have

died. Have they died for nothing? Nol We must declare

independence now!

In June, 1776, the Congress asked Thomas Jefferson from Virginia to

write a paper that said the colonies were free from England. That paper

was the Declaration of Independence. The members of the Congress signed

the Declaration on July 4, 1776. That is the day that Americans celebrate

as their Independence Day.
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America Declares Its Independence

C. History Activity #1

True or False

If the statement is true, write "true" on the line if front of the

statement. If it is false, write "false" and correct it so that it is true.

The first one is done for you.

1. f74154,! In May, 1775 colonial leaders met in Philadelphia for the

Secoftti
-F-ivet Continental Congress.

2. The Second Continental Congress became the government for the Americans.

3. The members of Parliament made George Washington Commander of the Army.

4. The Congress sent ambassadors to England to ask for help in fighting

their war.

5. The members of the Congress talked about independence from Eagland.

6. It was easy for them to declare independence from England.

7. The Declaration of Independence was a paper that said the colonies

were no longer part of England.

8. Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Indeptudence.11.1..11F

9. The members of the Congress signed the Declaration of Independence

on June 4, 1776.

1.63
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America Declares Its Independence

C. History Activity #2

For or Against (Making Inferences )

It was not easy for the members of the Second Continental Congress to

decide to declare independence. There were many arguments for independence

and many arguments against, it. Below are some of the arguments used by the

colonial leaders when they were talking about independence. After you read

each argument, write "for" if you think it is for independence or "against"

if you think it is against independence. Some of the arguments below are

from the mini-reading "America Declares Its Independence." Others are not

from the mini-reading. fo answer those items you must make inferences.

The first two are done for you.

1. against "We must always be Englishmen. We cannot separate ourselves

from our mother country."

2. for "England does not rule us well."

3. "Our army is too weak to fight England for a long time."

4. "Other countries will help us against England."

5. "We must declare independence before some of the colonies

declare independence by themselves."

6. "The soldiers will arrest us and put us in jail."

7. "Our young people must not die only because we do not like

English taxes. We must have complete freedom."

B. "Our businesses will lose money if we don't have England'n

help."
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America Declares Its Independence

C. History Activity #3

Understanding the "Declaration of Independence"

+NI

Farts of the Declaration of Independence are re-.,written below in a

short and simple form. A very important word in the Declaration of Independence

is "rights." Rights means those things that a person can have and do within

a country. For example, the colonists believed that they had the right to

tax themselves. That means that they believed that they could make their

own tax laws. This was something that they c'uld do in their own country.

Read the simple form of the "Declaration of Indepeatence" and answer

the questions on the net page.

The Declaration of Independence (simple form)

We colonists have decided to separate from England and make a new

nation. We believe that we should tell the world why.

We believe that God gave rights to all people. Some of them are the

right to life, the right to freedom, and the right to try to find happiness.

A government's job is to protect these right5. That's why governments have

certain powers.

When a government tries to take away the rights that God gave, the

people have the right to end that government and make new one. We realize

that a government that has lasted a long time should not be changed for some

little reason. But what can we dn when that government destroys people's

rights for a long time? We believe that we must separate from that government

and make a new one.

For these reasons we declare ourselves free from England.
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America Deciares Its Independence

C. History Activity #3 (continued)

The questions below are about the simple form of the Declaration of

Independence. Underline the correct answer.

1. The writers of the Declaration believed that God gave people

(a) powers (b) rights (c) protection

2. The Declaration of Independence says that governments have certain

powers to

(a) protect their people (b) protect God (c) take away people's rights

3. The colonial leaders wrote the Declaration of Independence because

(a) they wanted to find happiness.

(b) England took away their rights.

(c) God did not protect their rights.

4. The most important reason for writing the Declaration of Independence

was

(a) to ask the English government to give rights to the colonists.

(b) to ask God to help the colonists get their rights.

(c) to say that the colonies were separated from England.
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America Declares Its Independence

D. Language Activity

Nouns and Adjectives

Some ords have a noun and adjective form. See the list of some of

them below:

Noun Adjective

independence independent

democracy democratic

anger angry

death dead

absence absent

Remember that an adjective goes in front of a noun or after a linking

verb.

Tae old general was tired.

A noun must be the subject, direct object or object of a

preposition.

Washington commanded the ar_un for the Americans.

A noun can also go after a linking verb.

Washington was a general..

In the sentences below, choose the correct form of the word in

parentheses and write it on the blank in the sentence. The first one is

done for you.

1. Some colonial leaders were absent (absence, absent) from4.=

the Second Continental Congress.

2. Most of the leaders at the Congress wanted

independent) for the colonies.

1E7
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America Declares Its Independence

D. Language Activity (continued)

3. Some of the leaders were afraid of .(independence,

independent)

4. The (death, dead) of many American soldiers was

one reason for declaring independence.

5. The leaders said, "Our young men are not (death,

dead) for nothing. We must declare

(independence, independent)

6. No one was (absence, absent) from the Continental

Congress on July 4, 1776.

7. On July 4, 1776 America became .(independence,

independent)

8. America became a (democracy, democratic)

country.

9. Americans were fighting for .(democracy, democratic)

10. King George was very (anger, angry) when he r2ad thc

Declaration of Indepedence.

11. Because of his (anger, angry) King George III sent

more soldiers to fight the Americans.
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America Declares Its Independence

Key to Activities

History Activity #1

2. true, 3. false; change "Parliament" to "the Second Continental Congress,"

4. false; change "England" to "other countries," 5. true,

6. false; change "easy" to "not easy," 7. true, 8 true,

9, taloa; change "June" to "July"

History Activity #2

3. against, 4. for, 5. for, 6. against, 7. for, 8. against

History Activity #3

1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. c

Language Activity

2. independence, 3. independence, 4. death, 5. dead, 6. absent,

7. independent, 8. democratic, 9. democracy, 10. angry, 11. anger
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America Fights and Wins

A. New Words to Learn and Use

navy its own, their own mecernary aid

battle to defeat to surrender to accept boundaries

1. navy - the army that fights on the sea

J British had a stong n102, but the Americans didn't.

2. its own, .their own- belonging to it or them.

The Americans were protecting their own howas, not the homes of

someote else.

3. percenary - a soldier from one country who fights for another country

for money.

The English used mercenaries in the American Revolution.

4. aid - help

The United States asked France for aid.

5. battle - fighting in a war

The last battle of the Revolution was in Yorktown, Virginia.

6. to defeat - to win over an enemy in a battle or a war

France helped the Americans defeat the British at Yorktown.

7. to surrender - to stop fighting because the other side in a battle won

After General Cornwallis lost the battle of Yorktown, the English

surrendered.

8. to acceet - to take as your own

The Americans accepted the land that England gave them.

9. boundaries - the outside edge of a country

After the Treaty of Paris in 1783 the United States had new

boundaries. The boundaries were Canada in the north, the

Atlantic Ocean in the east, Spanish Florida in the south, and

the Mississippi River in the west.
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America Fights and Wins

B. Mini-Reading

The American Revolution was not easy for the Americans. England

was a wealthy couutry with a strong army and navy. The American army

was not strong and the navy had nu ships of its own. Also, the

American government did not have much money.

However, there were man; things that helped the Americans. They

were fighting in their own country and protecting their own homes.

Freedom was important to them. The English soldiers, who were far from

home, were fighting in a strange land. Some of the soldiers in the army

were mercenaries who were not fighting for their mother country, but were

fighting for money, Also, many people in England were getting tired of

the war in the colonies.

The English won many battles, but they could not win the war. The

Americans yere able to win the last battle of the war because of the aid

of France. In October, 1781, France helped the Americans defeat the

English at Ynrktown, Virginia. On October 19, 1781, General Cornwallis

surrendered his army to General Washington. This bat-le ended the

American revolution.

England and the new Uaited States of America made a peace treaty

in Paris on January 20, 1783. In this treaty, tbc. English accepted the

independence of the American colonies. England also give the United
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B. Mini-Reading (continued)

States land between the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi River.

Look at the map below to see the boundaries of the United States in 1783.

The United States of America in 17 83

(

17,-777 Original 13 colonies

BMW troll. England in
The Treaty of
Paris 1783

Spanish
Louisiana

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ocean
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America Fights and Wins

C. History Activity #1

Mini-Reading Questions

The following questions are about the information in the mini-reading

"America Fights and Wins." Answer them with complete sentences.

1. What were two things that made the American Revolution difficult for

the Americans?

2: What were two things that made the American Revolution difficult for

the English?

3. What country helped the Americans win the Revolution?

4. When did the Revolution end?

5. When did England and the United States sign a peace treaty?
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40
C. History Activity #2

Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages in a war are things that make it easier for a country to

fight a war. Disadvantages are things that make it more difficult for a

country to fight a war. Below are lists of advantages and disadvantages

of the Americans and English during the Revolution. Write "English" or

"American" on the line in front of each statement. The first one is done

for you.

Advantaes of the Americans and En lish Durin the Revolution

1. English They had a strong army.

2.

3.

4.

W
5.

6.

They were fighting in their own land.

They were protecting their homes.

Their government was wealthy.

They wanted freedom.

They had a strong navy.

Disadvanta es of the Americans and En lish Durin the Revolution

7. They had a weak army.

8. They were far from home.

9. Their government did not have much money.

10. Their people were getting tired of sending soldiers

to fight the war in the colonies.
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C. History Activity #3

Reading A Timeline

A timeline shows the chronological order of things that happened in

history. Some timelines are vertical. (See Timeline A below.) In a

vertical timeline, the earliest date is at the top. Some timelines are

horizontal. (See Timeline B below.) In a horizontal timeline the earliest

date is on the left. Both timelines below show part ot the month of April,

1775.

Timeline A

Timeline B

April, 1775

1775

14-

15

16-

17-

18-

19-

20-

21-

22-

23-

More English soldiers are brought
to Boston

700 soldiers prepare to go'to Concord

Fighting at Lexington and Concord

An army of 13,600 colonial soldiets
is voted by Massachusetts

14 15 17 18 19 20 21

1

Ndre
English
soldiers
brought

to

Concord

700

soldiers
prepare
to go to
Coacord

FIghting
at

Lexington
and
Concord

I f; f;

22 23

1

An satiny

of 13,600
colonial
soldiers
is voted

by
Massachusetts
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C. History Activity #3 (continued)

Peace Treaty of Paris 1763

1764

Stamp Act 1765

End of the Stamp Act 1766

Tax on glass, paper and tea 1767

Colonial boycott 1768

1769

End of the glass and paper tax 1770

1771

1772

Bostun Tea Party 1773

First Continental Congress 17.4

Battle of Lexington 1775

Declaration of 1776
Independence

(1.)
Battle of Saratoga 1777

MM. 4a. 17783

1779

1780

Battle of Yorktown 1781

..
>
y
1:4

--- 1782

Peace Treaty of Parif 1783

Answer the following questions using

the timeline to the left. Underline

your answer.

1. How mAny years did the Stamp

Act last?

(a)one (b) three (c) five

2. How many years did the tax on

glass and paper last?

(a) one (b) three (c) five

3. The fighting in the Revolution

started at Lexington and ended

at Yorktown. How many years did

the fighting last?

(a) four (b) six (c) eight

4. Which of the following happened

first?

(a) the Stamp Act

(b) the Treaty of Paris in 1783

(c) the First Continencal Congress

5. When did England and the United States

sign the treiv7 that ended the

American Revolution?

(a) 1763 (b) 1776 (c) 1783
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D. Language Activity

Choosing a Topic Sentence

A paragraph is a group of ventences about one main idea. Most

paragraphs contain a sentence that tells the maia idea of that paragraph.

The sentence that has the main idea is called the "topic sentence."

Often, the topic sentence is the first sencence of the paragraph.

The paragraphs below are about a famous battle in th,.. American

Revolution. They have no topic sentences. Read each paragraph and

choose the best topic sentence from the choices below the paragraph. Write

that sentence on the line in the paragraph. The first one is done for

you.

The Battle of Saratoga

1. The Hudson River in New York was a ver im ortant river

during the Revolution. . Without the control of this

=1.0

river, it would have been difficult for the Americans to continue the

revolution. The English controlled the American ports. The people in

New England had to use the Hudson to send the goods from their industries

to help the other colonies in the war.

Choose the best topic sentence and write it on the line above.

a. The English controlled the American norts during the Revolution.

b. The Hudson River in New York, was a very important river

during the Revolution.

c. The people in New England helped the colonies during the

Revolution.

1 (Si1 C.0
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0 D. Language Activity (continued)

2.

3.

MEM 1.
.1M11Mr

. In June,

1777, the English leaders told General Burgoyne to leave Canada and

march to Albany, New York. They wanted him to take Albany from the

Americans. This would give the English control of the Hudson River and

help them win the war.

Choose the best topic sentence and write it on the line above.

a. General Burgoyne wanted to go to New ':ork City.

b. The English believed that the Hudson River wa3 part of Canada.

c. The English saw the importance of the Hudson River and wanted

to control it.

rilm. .011=1=1.M101
Burgoyne's a- had to go through

very thick forests. It also had to cross many small rivers and swampy

places. This difficult trip made many of his men sick,

Choose the best topic sentence and write it on the line above.

a. General Eurgoyne was not a good general.

b. The march from Canada ,o New York was very difficult.

C. Burgoyne's army did not know how to ger co New York.
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D. Language Activity (continued)

4.

5.

,AQ2

,,n.,.....A=.yp,wmif=iak.,wl=i,.d==.,,..m . One thing that happened, was that some

of the Indians who were with General.Burgoyne killed an American woman,

This made some of the loyalists in New York dislike the English. The other

thing tnat happened was that the Americans killed many of his men when

he sent them to Bennington, Vermont to get food and horses.

Choose the best topic sentence and write it on the line above.

a. During the march to Albany, two things happened to Burgoyne

that made things more difficult fcr him.

b. During the march to Albany, General Burgoyne did not want

the Indians to hurt the American woman.

c. During the march to Albany, General Burgoyne's soldiers becaum

...1=m1,11

very hungry.

11.114.==1.1=mi.....M.1FM101,.01Nno.ww . Sume of the Americans were hiding

behind the trees and the tired and hungry English soldiers could not see

them very well. The Americans also had berter guns than the English.

These things helped the Americans defeat the Englisu at Saratoga on

October 17, 1777.

Choose the best topic sentence and write it on the line above.

a. Several things helped the Americans defeat the Er.glish

in an important battle near Saratoga, New York.

b. In an important battle near Saratoga, New York, the Americans

had better rifles.

c. In an important battle near Saratoga, New York, the Americans' Alk
were hiding behind the trees.
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D. Language Activity (continued)

6.

MOP
. It encouraged the

American patriots to fight harder. It brought many other Americans to

fight in the army. Most important, it brought France into the Revolution.

After this battle, France sent its army and navy to help the Americans

against England.

Choose the best topic sentence and write"it on the line above.

a. The English Ion the battle of Saratoga.

b. After the Battle of Saratoga, many Loyalists came to the

side of the American patriots.

c. Winning the Battle of Saratoga was very important for the

Americans.
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Key to Activities

History Activity #1

1. England was a wealthy country with a strung army and navy. The American

army was not strong and the navy had no ships of its own. (Another

thing is the American-government did not have much money.)

2. The English soldiers were far from home and were fighting in a

strange land. Many people in England were tired of the war in the

colonies.

3. France helped the Americans win the Revolution.

4. The revolution ended in October, 1781.

5. England and the United SLates signed the Peace Treaty of Paris in

January, 1783.

History Activity #2

2. American, 3. American, 4. English, 5. American, 6. English,

7. American, B. English, 9. American, 10. English

---.11E421Historty.-2

1. a, 2. b, 3. b, 4. a, 5. c

Language Activity

2, The English saw the importance of the Hudson River and wanted to control it.

3. The march from Canada to New York was very iifficult.

4. During the msrch to Albany, two things happened to Burgoyne that made

things more difficult for him.

5. Several things helped the Americans defeat the English in an important

battle near Saratoga, New York.

6. Winning the Battle of Saratoga was very important for the Americans.
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The American Revolution

Summary Activity #1.

Crossword Puzzle

Across Questions,

A 1 The English General at

Yorktown

B 13 Initials of the writer

of the Declaration of

Independence

C 1 The Acts said

Americans could trade

only with England.

E 3 England imposed.taxes

nn the colonies

because of its large

eaMIEM.
E 9 The of Paris in

1783 ended the

American Revolution.

G 3 The of Independence

I 9 Americans fought the

Revolution because

England took away

their Nwimill

J 1 England taxed this

K 6 The last battle of

the Revolution

M 3 Five colonists were

killed in the Boston

A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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1 A The English went here to get guns and

ammunition from the colonists.

1 J The Sons of r t

3 I Initials of a person killed in the

Boston Massacre

6 C Parliament passed the Stamp .

7 A The colonists did not want to pay a

of taxes.
IhnodlmY...1

7 F General Burgoyne wah defeated at

9 E The Sons of Liberty threw into the

Boston Harbor.

1

11 D The Revolution began here.

13 G The colonists did want taxation.mmr

without representation.

I14
B America became independent in , 1776
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Summary Activity #2

Chronological Order

Number the following according to the order that they ha;pened in

time. Put a "1" in front of the event that happened first, a

front of the event that happened second, and so on.

r=1.
=WMMINI.M

INWIMM1100

milmmom1=Ol.

IMMII.Y.IN=r71

.11111111m.MWMM

Parliament passed the Stamp Act.

The American Revolution began.

Five colonists were killed in the Boston Massacre.

Cornwallis surrendered in'the Battle of Yorktown.

The French and Indian war ended.

England and the United States signed the Treaty of Paris.

The Sons of Liberty threw a cargo of tea into the Boston Harbor.

Colonial representatives went to Philadelphia for the First

Continental Congress.

Members of the Second Continental Congress signed the Declaration

of Independence.
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ThA American Revolution

Summary Activity #3

Map Test

Use thn map below to answer the following questions. Complete sentences

are not necessary.

1. In what direction would you travel to go from New York City to SaLo:oga?

2. The last battle of the war was at Yorktown. What river is it on?

3. The city of Boston is in what colony?

4. About how far is it from New York to Yorktown.?

5. Which battle was east of Lake Ontario?

6. How many of the cities shown on the map are port cities?

7. About how far is it free Yorktown to Saratoga?

0;

Lake
Erie

CANADA

So woo(' X

NEW
YORK

Boom
i_oxIngtoN

PENNSYLVANIA 11431 D

PlifitolphIo

VIRGINIA

EW HAMPSHIRE

MASSACHUSETTS

ow York CON NECTICUT

NEW
JERSE Y

!D LAWAREL..

*fork town

elw .wirm MN , Im=

NORTH CAROLINA

ARYLAND

The American Revolution
1776-1781

0 City
X Battle

--Border of Colonlos
Boole of Wes
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The American Revolution

Summary Activity #4

Reading a Graph

Amenca'ns Killed in the Revolutionary War

1500

1400
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1100

1000

900

800

TOO

600

500

400
300

200

100

0 -
1775

-=1.

1776 .1777 1778 1779 1780 1781

Years

Use the graph above to answer the following questions.

are .lot necessary.

1782

Complete sentences

1. What is the graph about?

2. About how many deaths were there in 1779?

3. Which year had the most deaths?

4. Which year had the fewest deaths?

5. What happened to the deaths between 1781 and 1782? Why do you think

that happened?
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Summary Activity f5

map Activity

Write the following in the correct place on the map below:

English Canada

the Atlantic Ocean

Spanish Florida Spanish Louisiana

the Mississippi River the Appalachian Mountains
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The American Revolution

Key to Summary Activities

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

aullEYZISILLIAZAE
2 Parliament passed the Stamp Act.

5 The American Revolutirin began.

3 Five colonists were killed in the Boston Massacre.

8 Cornwallis surrendered in the Battle of Yorktown.

1 The French and Indian War ended.

9 England and the United States signed the Treaty of Pals.
4 The Sons of Liberty threw a cargo of tea into the Boston Harbor.
6 Colonial representatives went to Philadelphia for the First

Continental Congress.

7 Members of the Second Continental Congress signed the Declaration
of Independence.
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The American Revolution

Key to Summary Activitiea (contim,$)

SuLAary Activity #3

1. north, 2. the James River, 3. Massachusetts, 4. about 250 miles,
5. the Battle of Saratoga, 6. three, 7. about 47g miles.

Summary Activity #4

1. the number of Americans killed in the Revolutionary War,

2. about 910, 3. 1777, 4. 1775, 5. They decreased, The fight$ng ended
in 1781.

Summary Activity #5

(For the answers see the map on page 3 in "America Fights and Wins.")
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